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Abstract
The effort-reward imbalance (ERI) and job demands-resources (JD-R) workplace
stress models have been used to predict poor health. However, it is unclear to what extent
personal characteristics (e.g. trait mindfulness, empathy, overcommitment) play a role in
these models. This research aimed to determine the effectiveness of mindfulness-basedintervention (MBI) and assessed relationships between workplace stress, dispositional
characteristics, and physiological indices of the stress response.
A systematic review with meta-analysis and a qualitative study were used to
inform the subsequent stages of the research. The systematic review synthesized the
literature on workplace-based MBI and found that day-time cortisol secretions and heartrate-variability may be most impacted by these programs. The focus groups identified job
demands, rewards and job resources that were not captured in the generic questionnaires
for each model. Empathy, good communication, and resiliency were identified as
potential personal resources.
An 8-week, online MBI was conducted. The findings demonstrated that the
program induced short-term improvements in fatigue and anxiety. Following the
program, employees reported decreased overcommitment, and increased trait
mindfulness, optimism, and mucosal immunity (secretory immunoglobulin A [sIgA]).
The final two empirical studies prospectively assessed the relationship between
workplace stress, dispositional characteristics, and physiological indices of stress and illhealth. Changes in ERI, job demands, and job resources were not associated with changes
in the awakening responses of cortisol and salivary alpha amylase (sAA) or sIgA.
However, higher trait mindfulness was associated with increased sIgA. Further, increased
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empathy and job resources both independently buffered the relationship between higher
job demands and a larger sAA awakening response.
This dissertation highlights through systematic review and empirical investigation,
that MBI may not necessarily improve perceptions of job stress but may improve coping,
which leads to desirable changes in physiological markers of stress and/or ill-health.
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Thesis Outline
This thesis is presented with publications and is comprised of seven chapters. This
section will introduce the structure of the thesis and give a brief outline of each chapter.
Repetition in a thesis with publications is often difficult to avoid as although each
publication is guided by a different framework there is likely to be some overlap of
background information and research methods. A reference list will be included at the end
of each chapter with only the relevant references for that chapter.
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 will introduce the reader to the concept of workplace stress and outline
the two workplace stress models that are the focus of the thesis, the effort-reward
imbalance model and the job demands-resources model. It will review current literature
on the associations between these two models and health and physiological indices of
stress and ill-health. This chapter will also introduce two potential buffers of workplace
stress. It will then review the evidence for mindfulness-based interventions before ending
with the aims of the thesis.
Chapter 2: Do workplace-based mindfulness meditation programs improve
physiological indices of stress? A systematic review and meta-analysis
This chapter will present a published manuscript that synthesized the current
literature assessing the effectiveness of mindfulness-based interventions on improving
physiological indicators of stress and ill-health. The findings of the systematic review
with meta-analysis helped to inform the selection of an appropriate intervention. The
findings also aided in the selection of the three physiological indicators of stress and illhealth that were used in later quantitative studies. The reference for this publication is
below.
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Heckenberg, R. A., Eddy, P., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2018). Do workplace-based
mindfulness meditation programs improve physiological indices of stress? A
systematic review and meta-analysis. Journal of Psychosomatic Research, 114,
62-71. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpsychores.2018.09.010
Chapter 3: Investigating the ERI model and JD-R model with Direct-care Workers:
A focus group approach
This chapter will present a qualitative study that explored the work characteristics
of our target sample of direct-care workers. As the two models tested in this thesis are
often assessed with generic questionnaires, the findings presented in this study were used
to inform questionnaire development for future quantitative studies to ensure the
experiences of the target sample were adequately captured. The included manuscript in
this chapter focuses on the JD-R model and will be presented first. The findings related to
the ERI model will then be presented. The reference for the published manuscript is
presented below.
Heckenberg, R. A., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2018). Investigating the JD-R occupational
stress model with Australian direct-care workers: A focus group approach. Health
and Social Care in the Community, 26(5), 751-758. https://doiorg.ez.library.latrobe.edu.au/10.1111/hsc.12603
Chapter 4: An online mindfulness-based program is effective in improving affect,
over-commitment, optimism and mucosal immunity
Chapter 4 presents the third published manuscript. This paper investigated the
effectiveness of an online 8-week Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction program. Mood,
state anxiety, and salivary alpha amylase were assessed immediately before and after a 30minute mindfulness meditation session to explore the acute effect of the online MBSR
program. Workplace stress, overcommitment, trait mindfulness, self-reported health, and
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three physiological indices (the CAR, sAA-AR, and sIgA) were used to assess the
effectiveness of the program from pre- to post-intervention. In both stages active
participation in the program was controlled for, which is something not often considered
in previous studies. The reference for this publication is below.
Heckenberg, R. A., Hale, M. W., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2019). An online
mindfulness-based program is effective in improving affect, over-commitment,
optimism and mucosal immunity. Physiology & Behavior, 199, 20-27.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physbeh.2018.11.001
Chapter 5: Trait mindfulness and the Effort-Reward Imbalance workplace stress
model: Higher trait mindfulness is associated with increased salivary
immunoglobulin A
In chapter 5 the fourth published manuscript is presented. This study assessed
the role of trait mindfulness within the context of the ERI model and the three
physiological indicators of stress and ill-health. We assessed the relationships between
ERI, overcommitment, mental health, and trait mindfulness with the CAR, the sAA-AR,
and sIgA to determine if trait mindfulness could add to current understanding of the
effects of workplace stress on these indicators. The reference for this article is below.
Heckenberg, R., Hale, M. W., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2019) Trait mindfulness and the
Effort- Reward Imbalance workplace stress model: Higher trait mindfulness is
associated with increased salivary immunoglobulin A. Behavioural Brain
Research, 377(2020), 1-8. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2019.112252
Chapter 6: Empathy and job resources buffer the effect of higher job demands on
increased salivary alpha amylase awakening responses in direct-care workers
The final manuscript (currently under review) is presented in chapter 6. The study
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investigated the relationship between the JD-R model and three physiological
indicators, the CAR, sAA-AR, and sIgA. It also explored if job resources, selfefficacy, or empathy act as potential moderators of the effects of job demands on
these physiological indicators. This is one of the first studies to investigate if the
JD-R model is related to physiological indices of stress. In addition, it adds to the
limited evidence for the role of intrinsic moderators. The article was submitted
on 3rd July 2019.
Heckenberg, R., Hale, M. W., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. Empathy and job resources buffer
the effect of higher job demands on increased salivary alpha amylase awakening
responses in direct-care workers. Physiology & Behavior, July 2019 (currently
under review).
Chapter 7: Integrated discussion
The final chapter of the thesis is an integrated discussion of the research findings.
The chapter begins with a summary of the research aims and findings. It then considers
the significance and implications of the research findings as a whole before presenting the
strengths and limitations of the research methods used in the thesis. It ends with
suggestions for future directions.
A visual representation of this thesis is presented in Figure 1 below.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter introduces the concept of workplace stress and discusses the
associated consequences for individuals and organizations. The effort-reward imbalance
(ERI) model (Siegrist, 1996) and the job demands-resources (JD-R) model (Demerouti,
Nachreiner, Bakker, & Schaufeli, 2001) have received widespread empirical support and
are the focus of this thesis. The subsequent chapters each provide a brief review of the
literature to highlight the research questions of the respective studies. However, due to
word restrictions imposed by the publishing journals the depth of the review is limited.
Thus, this chapter will begin by introducing the consequences of workplace stress and
provide a more comprehensive review of the literature on the associations between the
ERI and JD-R models with health and physiology. This chapter will also introduce
mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) and discuss their relevance in reducing
workplace stress. The chapter will conclude with the aims of the thesis.
1.2. Introduction
Over the last two decades workplaces have become increasingly stressful with
increased work pressure, work-home conflict, and decreased job security (Kawakami,
Park, Dollard, & Dai, 2014). Stress can be defined as a change in a person’s physical or
mental states in response to a situation or stressor perceived to be outside the person’s
ability to cope (Colligan & Higgins, 2005). Workplace stress is a source of chronic stress,
where stressors are prolonged and related directly to the work environment (Colligan &
Higgins, 2005). Workplace stress is associated with an increased risk of both physical and
mental illnesses (Eller et al., 2009; Stansfeld & Candy, 2006; Steptoe & Kivimäki, 2013).
Since most people spend the majority of their time at work, it is necessary to increase our
understanding of the workplace stress-ill-health relationship. By considering potential
intrinsic moderators we may be better able to intervene to reduce workplace stress and in
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turn, the detrimental consequences associated with it.
Workplace stress is linked with a range of costs to individuals, organizations, and
the community. The estimated cost of workplace stress at an international level is thought
to range from US$221.13 million to $187 billion based on estimates for Europe, Canada,
the United States, and Australia (Hassard, Teoh, Visockaite, Dewe, & Cox, 2018).
Further, in Australia, despite the number of work-related stress claims being low
compared to other types of claims such as physical injury, the average cost per claim is
substantially higher. Annually, work-related stress compensation claims cost an estimated
AU$200 million (Kawakami, Park, Dollard, & Dai, 2014). Stress related presenteeism
(attending work when unwell) and absenteeism cost employers $10.11 billion per annum
and the Australian economy $14.8 billion per annum (Medibank Private, 2008). Workrelated factors have also been associated with turnover intentions and actual retention
rates in a number of occupations (Duraisingam, Pidd, & Roche, 2009; Ejaz, Noelker,
Menne, & Bagaka’s, 2008; Iverson, 1999; Moore, 2000). Considered collectively, it is
clear that workplace stress has a large financial burden on employers and the community.
Workplace stress can also have a direct effect on individuals’ health. It has been
linked to the development of coronary heart disease (CHD; Chandola et al., 2008), stroke
and hypertension (Backé, Seidler, Latza, Rossnagel, & Schumann, 2012), metabolic
syndrome (Chandola, Brunner, & Marmot, 2006), psychosomatic problems, and
musculoskeletal disorders (Lee, Lee, Gillen, & Krause, 2014). The consequences of
workplace stress also extend to mental health resulting in an increased risk of depression
(Dragano et al., 2008), anxiety, neurotic disorders as well as other mood disorders
(Stansfeld & Candy, 2006).
Direct-care workers present as a population particularly at risk for workplace
stress. Direct-care workers provide care or assistance to vulnerable groups in the
community, such as disadvantaged youth, elderly people, and patients. Their roles include
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being responsible for the health and wellbeing of others, being exposed to secondary
trauma, and client demands (Ogińska-Bulik, 2006), including violence and threats
(Ruotsalainen, Verbeek, Marine, & Serra, 2014). This leaves them particularly vulnerable
to workplace stress and the detrimental consequences associated with it. Indeed, studies
show that direct-care workers experiencing workplace stress report poor mental and
physical health (Gray-Stanley et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2005), and reduced performance
and client satisfaction (Aiken, Mchugh, Kutney-Lee, Cimiotti, & Sloane, 2011). In
Australia, the highest number of workplace stress compensation claims is from the healthcare sector (Hassard, Teoh, Cox, & Dewe, 2014). Therefore, continued research is needed
to determine the best course of intervention for this population.
Workplace stress models have become increasingly successful at identifying those
at risk of ill-health. Models of workplace stress are useful in epidemiological research as
they help to describe complex relationships by highlighting the core elements in order to
explain work-related health in a comprehensive, yet parsimonious manner (Van Vegchel,
De Jonge, Bosma, & Schaufeli, 2005). Two workplace stress models that have become
increasingly successful at predicting those at risk of developing ill-health are the ERI
model (Siegrist, 1996) and the JD-R model (Demerouti et al., 2001). Both models
consider extrinsic and intrinsic factors when measuring workplace stress. However, the
research into the interactions between these factors with preclinical indices of disease is
limited. Therefore, despite the growing body of evidence in this area, there is still a gap
when it comes to the potential biological and psychological mechanisms underlying the
workplace stress-ill-health relationship. By considering the associations between
workplace stress, intrinsic moderators, and physiological indicators of stress and illhealth, more targeted interventions that are specifically designed for the workplace can be
developed.
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1.3. The Workplace Stress Models
1.3.1. The Effort-Reward Imbalance Model
The ERI model was originally developed to predict cardiovascular disease by
considering the role of low satisfaction with income and lack of control over employment
status (e.g. promotions) with high work efforts (Siegrist, Siegrist, & Weber, 1986). The
model is based on the theory of social reciprocity (Siegrist, 2008b) and the central tenant
is that ill-health occurs when there is an imbalance between two extrinsic factors; namely,
high efforts and low rewards (see figure 1). The experience of such an imbalance leads to
“active distress”, which results in the development of ill-health through the sustained
activation of stress responses (van Vegchel et al., 2005). Efforts refer to the demands and
responsibilities an employee faces within the workplace. Rewards include salary, esteem
and status (job security and career advancement opportunities; Siegrist, 1996). The model
was then extended to include a third, intrinsic component termed overcommitment (OC).
OC is a personal style of coping originally defined as a need for control (Siegrist, 1996).
It has more recently been characterised as excessive striving and need for approval and
recognition (Siegrist et al., 2004).
Intrinsic
(person)

Extrinsic

Overcommitment
(need for control and approval)

High Effort

Low Reward

(situation)
demands
obligations

money
esteem
security/career opportunities

Figure 2. The ERI Model (Siegrist, 1996)
The ERI model has three central hypotheses, the first is that the individual
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components of efforts, rewards, and OC are related to physical and mental health; the
second is that, the imbalance between high efforts and low rewards increases the risk of
ill-health; and the third is that, OC moderates the relationship between high ERI and poor
health. While there is a strong evidence base for the first two hypotheses (Rugulies, Aust,
& Madsen, 2017; Siegrist & Li, 2016; van Vegchel et al., 2005), less support has been
garnered for the third hypothesis (van Vegchel et al., 2005).
Many of the earlier studies investigating the ERI model with physical health
focused on cardiovascular diseases (CVD; van Vegchel et al., 2005). This is not
surprising given the model was originally developed to assess the relationship between
workplace stress and CVD. In van Vegchel et al.’s review, all eight studies that assessed
an ERI at work and the incidence of CVD reported higher risk for these employees, with
odds ratios ranging from 1.22 to 8.98. A further 13 studies found that the risk of
experiencing CVD symptoms and other risk factors (e.g. hypertension) was 1.23 to 6.71
times higher for those reporting high ERI. These findings have been supported in a recent
meta-analysis that found high ERI at work was associated with an increased risk of CHD
(Dragano et al., 2017).
The evidence demonstrating a link between high ERI and poor health is not
limited to CVD. High ERI has also been shown to increase the risk of diabetes (Li et al.,
2013), musculoskeletal disorders (Bongers, Ijmker, Van Den Heuvel, & Blatter, 2006;
Gillen et al., 2007), and infectious disease (Nakata, Takahashi, & Irie, 2011). Moreover,
the ERI model has shown an association with clinical mental disorders. A systematic
review of four prospective studies found a positive association between ERI and risk of
depression, with odd ratios ranging from 1.5 to 4.6 (Siegrist, 2008a). Dragano et al.,
(2008) found comparable odd ratios for ERI (3.36).
It is well established that a high ERI at work is associated with an increased risk of
ill-health. However, what is less supported is the role of OC. With fewer studies
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considering OC when assessing the ERI model and these findings being inconsistent,
more empirical investigation of OC is warranted. In van Vegchel et al.’s (2005) review,
high OC was associated with increased CVD incidences and risk factors, psychosomatic
health symptoms, and lower job-related wellbeing. However, only 17 studies out of 27
that tested OC found significant results (van Vegchel et al., 2005). Higher levels of OC
are also associated with increased odd ratios of 3.94 for depressive symptoms (Dragano et
al., 2008). However, in a more recent review, high OC was related to an elevated risk of
fatigue, and insomnia, but not depression (Siegrist & Li, 2016).
The moderating effect of OC in the relationship between ERI and poor health has
also not been widely tested. In Siegrist and Li’s (2016) systematic review of the literature
published between 1995 and 2015, only 21 studies had assessed the statistical interaction
between OC and ERI on health. Of these, only eight studies found a significant result.
However, in recent meta-analyses, OC did moderate the relationship between ERI and
markers of the immune system (Eddy, Heckenberg, Wertheim, Kent, & Wright, 2016)
and HPA axis (Eddy, Wertheim, Hale, & Wright, 2018a). Although, OC did not moderate
the relationship between ERI and cardiovascular indices (Eddy, Wertheim, Kingsley, &
Wright, 2017). Taken together, these findings demonstrate that the ERI model has been
largely successful at predicting poor health and that OC may have a moderating role on
this relationship. Nevertheless, more research is needed to confirm the moderating role of
OC and other intrinsic factors.
1.3.2. The Job Demands-Resources Model
The JD-R model is a more recently developed workplace stress model that
compliments and extends the ERI model by taking a positive psychological perspective as
it predicts workplace engagement, as well as stress (Demerouti et al., 2001). The
underlying assumption of the JD-R model is that workplace characteristics can be
categorized into either job demands or job resources and that these factors predict
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workplace stress (health impairment hypothesis) or engagement (motivational
hypothesis), respectively. Job demands refer to aspects of work that require sustained
physical or psychological effort. Whereas, job resources refer to aspects of work that
help to achieve work goals, reduce demands, and promote personal growth, learning and
development (Bakker, Demerouti, & Sanz-Vergel, 2014). The model also postulates that
job demands and job resources interact with each other, such that if a large number of job
resources are available, workplace stress is less likely to occur, even in the presence of
high job demands. In addition, it’s suggested that in the context of high job demands, job
resources will have the strongest influence on workplace engagement (Bakker &
Demerouti, 2014). Like the ERI model, there is a large body of evidence supporting the
individual health impairment and motivational hypotheses (Alarcon, 2011; Crawford,
LePine, & Rich, 2010; Lesener, Gusy, & Wolter, 2019; Schaufeli & Taris, 2014).
However, the limited evidence testing the interaction between job demands and job
resources has been mixed (Bakker, Demerouti, & Euwema, 2005; Hu, Schaufeli, & Taris,
2011; Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Dollard, et al., 2007).
The JD-R model has been extended with the addition of personal resources (see
figure 2). Personal resources refer to aspects of the individual that are associated with
resiliency and the ability to impact on their environment successfully (Prieto, Soria,
Martinez, & Schaufeli, 2008; Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Demerouti, & Schaufeli, 2007).
Personal resources are thought to be similar to job resources in the way they directly
affect the motivational process and buffer the impact of job demands on wellbeing
(Bakker & Demerouti, 2014). However, only a small number of studies have investigated
an interaction between personal resources and job demands, and these have mostly been
limited to the personal resources of self-efficacy and optimism (Bakker & Demerouti,
2014).
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Figure 3. A Simplified Version of the JD R model
The JD-R model was originally developed to assess the impact of job demands
and job resources on aspects of burnout and work engagement (Demerouti et al., 2001).
Burnout is defined as a syndrome characterised by emotional exhaustion (feelings of
being emotionally drained or overextended), depersonalization (detachment and cynicism
toward clients or work), and reduced personal accomplishment (dissatisfaction with
accomplishments at work; Maslach & Jackson, 1981). Burnout has been shown to predict
physical health complaints including CVD (Kim, Ji, & Kao, 2011; Melamed, Shirom,
Toker, Berliner, & Shapira, 2006) and to fully mediate the relationship between demands
and poor self-reported health (Baka, 2015; Lewig, Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Dollard, &
Metzer, 2007). Conversely, work engagement has been associated with several positive
outcomes including improved work performance, lower turnover costs through increased
organizational commitment, and improved health (Bakker, Schaufeli, Leiter, & Taris,
2013; Christian, Garza, & Slaughter, 2011; Laschinger & Finegan, 2005).
Both the health impairment and the motivational hypotheses have been supported
with a number of outcomes. Consistent with the health impairment hypothesis, high job
demands are associated with increased burnout (Alarcon, 2011; Bakker et al., 2014;
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Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Dollard, et al., 2007), psychosomatic symptoms (MorenoJiménez, Rodríguez-Muñoz, Sanz-Vergel, & Garrosa, 2012), anxiety (Moreno-Jiménez et
al., 2012), and depression (Baka, 2015). Furthermore, in a large study using a two-wave,
three-year cross-lagged panel design, job demands were associated with burnout over
time, which in turn predicted future depression. In this same study, job resources
predicted work engagement at follow-up, after controlling for original levels of
engagement (Hakanen, Schaufeli, & Ahola, 2008). Interestingly, the health impairment
and motivational hypotheses were not supported when home demands and resources were
considered, suggesting the two processes may be unique to the work environment.
In further support of the JD-R model, job demands have also consistently
predicted sickness absence. In a large study (N = 7921) of employees, those experiencing
high job demands were nearly 1.5 times more likely to be on sick leave for eight or more
weeks compared to those experiencing low job demands (Clausen, Hogh, & Borg, 2012).
Increased job demands are also indirectly associated with increased absence duration, but
not frequency. Whereas, increased job resources were associated with a lower number of
absences and increased organizational commitment (Bakker, Demerouti, de Boer, &
Schaufeli, 2003).
Taken together, the above findings demonstrate strong evidence supporting the
health impairment and motivational hypotheses of the JD-R model. However, the
proposed buffering effect of job resources and personal resources on job demands is less
supported. While job resources have been found to buffer the effects of job demands on
burnout (Bakker et al., 2005; Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Dollard, et al., 2007), this did not
hold for all job resources and job demands tested. Moreover, a weak moderating effect of
job resources on the relationship between job demands and burnout has been
demonstrated, but only in healthcare professionals, not blue-collar workers (Hu et al.,
2011).
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Similarly, the buffering effect of personal resources on job demands has received
mixed support. When recovery experiences were considered as a personal resource, only
detachment from work and relaxation, but not mastery and control of leisure activities,
were found to mitigate the negative effect of higher role conflict on anxiety and somatic
symptoms, respectively (Moreno-Jiménez et al., 2012). Further, while compassion
satisfaction buffers the effect of role overload on job strain, this does not hold for other
job demands (Tremblay & Messervey, 2011). Finally, in one study optimism was shown
to buffer the effect of higher role stress on increased burnout (Garrosa, Moreno-Jiménez,
Rodríguez-Muñoz, & Rodríguez-Carvajal, 2011). However, this was not supported by
Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Demerouti, et al. (2007), who found no moderating role of
optimism, self-efficacy, or organizational-based self-esteem on the effects on increased
job demands on exhaustion. Therefore, the protective role of personal resources still
requires further exploration.
Whereas it is clear that both the JD-R model and the ERI model are useful in
predicting health and wellbeing outcomes, the role of the included intrinsic components
of each model within these relationships is less so. Therefore, there is a need to consider
additional dispositional characteristics when assessing the relationship between workplace
stress and ill-health.
1.4. Physiological Indicators of Stress and Ill-health
Continued activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, the
autonomic nervous system (ANS), and immune system have been linked to an increase
risk of illness (Kudielka & Wüst, 2010; Rozanski, Blumenthal, & Kaplan, 2016;
Segerstrom & Miller, 2004). Literature investigating workplace stress has recently shifted
from focusing on disease states to physiological indicators of these systems. While an
increasing number of studies have assessed the ERI model and physiological indicators of
stress and ill-health, only two studies have considered the JD-R model and physiology
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(Eddy, Wertheim, Hale, & Wright, 2019; Landolt et al., 2018). Understanding how
workplace stress might affect these biological systems could help to highlight the
underlying mechanisms of the workplace stress-ill-health relationship.
1.4.1. Cortisol
Cortisol is a reliable indicator of the HPA axis (Chida & Steptoe, 2009;
Hellhammer, Wüst, & Kudielka, 2009; Lundberg, 2005) and has received large empirical
attention in the study of stress and health (Lundberg, 2005). Increases in cortisol are
adaptive in response to stressors. However, prolonged exposure to increased cortisol due
to chronic stress has been linked to a number of physical and mental health problems,
including cardiovascular mortality and depression (Adam et al., 2017; Hackett, Steptoe, &
Kumari, 2014; Kumari, Shipley, Stafford, & Kivimaki, 2011). The production of cortisol
follows a specific diurnal pattern, which is marked by an increase within the first 30-45
minutes of waking (Fries, Dettenborn, & Kirschbaum, 2009), known as the cortisol
awakening response (CAR). The CAR has been suggested as a more reliable measure
across days compared to single measurements based on time of day (Pruessner et al.,
1997). The size of the CAR is argued to be dependent on the anticipation of the demands
for the day, with increasing demands resulting in an increased response (Kunz-Ebrecht,
Kirschbaum, Marmot, & Steptoe, 2004).
Past studies investigating the ERI model with the CAR have been mixed (Landolt
et al., 2017; Violanti et al., 2018). In Violanti et al.’s study an increased ERI was
associated with a lower magnitude of awakening cortisol overtime. This is partially
consistent with Landolt et al.’s study that found a negative association between ERI and
the CAR in a sample of jockeys during a high stress period. In contrast, during a low
stress period ERI was positively associated with the CAR. This is consistent with a recent
meta-analysis that found a strong association between high ERI and an increased CAR
(Eddy et al., 2018a). It has been suggested that workplace stress is associated with an
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increased CAR, whereas extended exposure to chronic workplace stress that leads to the
experience of burnout results in the depletion of cortisol stores and thus a blunted CAR
(Chida & Steptoe, 2009). This may be one explanation for the inconsistent results. When
OC was considered in the above meta-analysis it was not associated with the CAR
specifically (Eddy et al., 2018a). However, when all HPA markers were considered
together, higher OC was associated with increased HPA activity. OC was also found to
moderate the relationship between ERI and HPA axis markers (Eddy et al., 2018a).
Compared to the ERI model, few studies have assessed the JD-R model with the
CAR. Those that have, found no associations between workplace stress, measured as a
ratio between high job demands and low job resources, and the CAR (Eddy et al., 2019;
Landolt et al., 2018). Taken together, the current findings for both the ERI model and the
JD-R model suggest that continued investigation into these relationships is warranted to
further understand the relationship between workplace stress and the CAR.
1.4.2. Salivary Alpha Amylase
Salivary alpha amylase (sAA) has been identified as a reliable and valid indicator
of ANS activation with increases in sAA correlating with increases in norepinephrine, a
known measure of ANS activity (Nater et al., 2006; Rohleder, Nater, Wolf, Ehlert, &
Kirschbaum, 2004). A number of studies have shown sAA to be highly sensitive to acute
psychological stress, but comparatively fewer have looked at sAA and chronic stress
(Bosch et al., 1998; Nater & Rohleder, 2009; Nater, Rohleder, Schlotz, Ehlert, &
Kirschbaum, 2007; Vigil, Geary, Granger, & Flinn, 2010; Wolf, Nicholls, & Chen, 2008).
Recently studies have begun to assess the sAA awakening response (sAA-AR),
particularly when assessing workplace stress. Similar to cortisol, sAA also follows a
diurnal pattern and shows a change in concentrations within the first 30 mins postwaking, which is typically a decrease (Eddy, Wertheim, Hale, & Wright, 2018b; Nater &
Rohleder, 2009). A blunted sAA-AR has been associated with perceived stress (Katz,
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Greenberg, Jennings, & Klein, 2016). Similarly, when considered together ERI, OC, and
dedication to work were associated with the sAA-AR, with increased OC being a unique
predictor of a reduced sAA-AR (Eddy et al., 2018b). When workplace stress has been
assessed using the JD-R ratio however, no direct association has been found (Eddy et al.,
2019; Landolt et al., 2018). Indirect associations have been reported however, with
reduced professional efficacy (a component of burnout) mediating the relationship
between the JD-R ratio and the sAA-AR in jockeys during a high stress period (Landolt et
al., 2018). Given that research assessing chronic stress and the sAA-AR is still in its
infancy it is not yet well understood what an increased or blunted sAA-AR may be
indicative of. However, the results to date suggest that the sAA-AR could be useful when
assessing workplace stress.
1.4.3. Secretory Immunoglobulin A
Secretory immunoglobulin A (sIgA) is the body’s most abundant antibody, which
is present at all body entry and exit points (Hucklebridge, Clow, & Evans, 1998). It is a
reliable indicator of the functioning of the entire mucosal immune system (Hucklebridge
et al., 2000). It has been suggested that the majority of infectious diseases are initiated at
the mucosal surfaces (Bosch, Ring, de Geus, Veerman, & Amerongen, 2002). Further,
decreases in sIgA concentrations are associated with increases in respiratory and
gastrointestinal symptoms (Romero-Martínez, Lila, Vitoria-Estruch, & Moya-Albiol,
2016). Therefore, understanding how workplace stress influences sIgA could provide
clarity into how workplace stress leads to the development of ill-health.
Most research suggests a downregulation of sIgA in response to chronic stress
(Bosch et al., 2002; Phillips et al., 2006). This negative relationship has also been
demonstrated with workplace stress (Bathman, Almond, Hazi, & Wright, 2013; Wright,
2011). Only a handful of cross-sectional studies have investigated sIgA and the ERI
model concurrently (Bathman et al., 2013; Eddy et al., 2018b; Wright, 2011). While one
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study found no association with ERI (Eddy et al., 2018b), the remaining studies reported a
negative relationship between ERI and sIgA. In a recent meta-analysis, when compared
with other immune markers, sIgA was most strongly correlated with ERI (Eddy et al.,
2016). Similar to other physiological indicators of stress and ill-health, the role of OC is
still unclear. Wright (2011) and Eddy et al. (2018b) found no association between OC and
sIgA, whereas an association was reported in the Bathman et al. study. Interestingly, OC
has been found to moderate the relationship between ERI and immune markers when
multiple indices are considered together (Eddy et al., 2016).
The current body of literature assessing the relationship between workplace stress
and physiology provides a strong foundation for understanding how workplace stress may
lead to the development of illness. However, more still needs to be done in this area.
Much of this research has relied on cross-sectional designs and of the few studies that
have considered the CAR, sAA-AR, and sIgA specifically, inconsistent findings have
been reported. Finally, the JD-R model has rarely been tested with physiology. By
determining which workplace factors may be important in the stress-ill-health relationship
more targeted interventions could be developed.
1.5. Potential Buffers of Workplace Stress
From the reviewed literature it can be argued that the consideration of additional
intrinsic moderators beyond what is currently considered within the ERI model and the
JD-R model is warranted. Additional intrinsic moderators may be better able to explain
the relationship between workplace stress and ill-health. Further, they may provide areas
where interventions can be targeted. In this section, two potential intrinsic moderators are
introduced; namely, trait mindfulness and empathy.
1.5.1. Trait Mindfulness
The concept of mindfulness has its origins in Buddhism (Germer, Siegel, &
Fulton, 2013). Since the introduction of mindfulness into Western cultures, the construct
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has become more secular and is no longer inherently religious or spiritual (Baer, 2003;
Mesmer-Magnus, Manapragada, Viswesvaran, & Allen, 2017). Trait mindfulness is the
act of purposefully paying attention to the present moment and being aware of mental
states and processes (Kabat-Zinn, 2003). All present-moment experiences, whether
positive, negative, or neutral, are viewed with a sense of openheartedness, curiosity and
kindness, and without judgement (Creswell & Lindsay, 2014; Kabat-Zinn, 2003).
Definitions of mindfulness can vary, though two features are common to almost all
definitions; namely awareness or self-regulation of attention, and acceptance (Bishop et
al., 2004; Keng, Smoski, & Robins, 2011). These key characteristics help prevent
rumination or avoidance of particular emotions, thoughts, or experiences (Bishop et al.,
2004).
Higher levels of trait mindfulness have many benefits that may have implications
for the workplace. For example, trait mindfulness is associated with more autonomy,
competence, optimism, and higher self-esteem (Brown & Ryan, 2003). It is also related to
less rumination (Raes & Williams, 2010), reduced cognitive reactivity (Raes, Dewulf,
Van Heeringen, & Williams, 2009), less automatic negative thoughts (Frewen, Evans,
Maraj, Dozois, & Partridge, 2008), and better emotional processing and behaviour
regulation (Keng et al., 2011; Tomlinson, Yousaf, Vittersø, & Jones, 2018). Trait
mindfulness may also improve relationships as it is positively associated with being more
other-oriented and less driven by self-image (Stewart, Ahrens, & Gunthert, 2018). Finally,
individuals reporting higher levels of trait mindfulness also report better physical and
mental health (Brown, Ryan, & Creswell, 2007; Mesmer-Magnus et al., 2017). These
findings suggest that employees with higher trait mindfulness may perform better on the
job by being more adaptive and flexible in their thinking and being able to maintain better
quality relationships with colleagues. Yet, to date, trait mindfulness has rarely been
explored within the context of current, empirically supported, workplace stress models,
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such as the ERI model or the JD-R model.
Indeed, the benefits of higher trait mindfulness do appear to extend to the
workplace. In a recent meta-analysis trait mindfulness was positively associated with job
satisfaction, job performance and interpersonal relations, and negatively associated with
work stress, work withdrawal and burnout (Mesmer-Magnus et al., 2017). Moreover, trait
mindfulness explained an additional 12% in the variance of burnout above what was
explained by work stress alone (Mesmer-Magnus et al., 2017). It can also buffer the
effects of job demands on psychological stress, with employees reporting high trait
mindfulness experiencing less psychological stress when exposed to high job demands
(Grover, Teo, Pick, & Roche, 2016). Similarly, trait mindfulness has also been found to
mediate the relationship between the JD-R ratio and physical health (Eddy et al., 2019).
There is also a small body of research that suggests an association between
mindfulness and physiological indicators of stress and ill-health. In a sample of
overweight and obese women, increased psychological distress was related to an
increased CAR, but only for those low in trait mindfulness (Daubenmier, Hayden, Chang,
& Epel, 2014). Similar results were also found in a sample of dairy farmers, where an
association between a higher CAR and poorer physical health was also only present for
those reporting lower trait mindfulness (Eddy et al., 2019). Mindfulness-based
interventions (MBIs) have also been found to have an impact on immunity (Black &
Slavich, 2016). In one study that investigated MBIs in the workplace, increases in
antibodies in response to an influenza vaccine were found after participants completed an
8-week program compared to a control group (Davidson et al., 2003). Positive effects of
MBIs on ANS activity have also been reported, with participants in one study showing a
significant reduction in sAA concentrations following the completion of a workplacebased mindfulness program (Duchemin, Steinberg, Marks, Vanover, & Klatt, 2015).
Taken together, these studies demonstrate that not only does increased trait
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mindfulness have many direct effects on health, wellbeing, and adaptive physiological
responding, it also may buffer the effects of workplace stress on these outcomes. Given
the current dearth of research exploring the role of mindfulness in workplace stress
models, such as the ERI and JD-R models, these findings highlight that mindfulness could
be a promising addition to these models.
1.5.2. Empathy
Empathy may be another intrinsic moderator that is particularly relevant to directcare workers due to the people-centred nature of their work. It can be defined as a general
regard or concern for the welfare of others, without the parallel experience of others’
emotions (Miller, Stiff, & Ellis, 1988). Empathy has been identified as an important
personal resource for direct-care workers (van den Berg, 2013) and is associated with
client outcomes. Within a social work context, higher empathy is related to less client
aggression and antisocial behaviour, and promotes healthy personal development (Gerdes
& Segal, 2011). Empathy in healthcare workers is linked to relief from pain (Reynolds &
Scott, 2000), reduced length and severity of the common cold (Rakel et al., 2011), and
lower anxiety and worry (Reynolds & Scott, 2000). These positive outcomes have also
been shown to extend to the worker.
It has been suggested that higher levels of empathy may increase direct-care
workers vulnerability to workplace stress and ensuing ill-health. Indeed, there have been
some inconsistent findings when exploring empathy and burnout. Increased empathy has
been found to be related to increased burnout (Tei et al., 2014). However, in a recent
systematic review, the body of evidence more consistently demonstrates a negative
relationship between empathy and burnout (Wilkinson, Whittington, Perry, & Eames,
2017). Further, improved mental health is associated with higher levels of empathy
(Shanafelt et al., 2005). This finding was partially supported by a study that found lower
depressive symptoms in female medical students and increased overall quality of life in
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male medical students who reported higher empathy (Thomas et al., 2007). Increased
empathy is also associated with increased compassion satisfaction, which is the positive
feelings associated with helping people and reduced secondary trauma stress (Wagaman,
Geiger, Shockley, & Segal, 2015).
In addition, while the effects of empathy on physiology has rarely been studied,
there is some evidence that low levels of empathy are associated with a blunted CAR
(Johnson et al., 2014), which is linked to an increased risk of poor health (Fries et al.,
2009). Therefore, these results demonstrate that empathy may be a protective factor,
rather than a risk factor, against workplace stress and the negative consequences
associated with it. Thus, empathy should be considered within the context of workplace
stress models so the role of empathy in this relationship can be more clearly understood.
1.6. Workplace Stress Interventions
With the large number of costs to individuals, employers, and communities as a
result of workplace stress, it is evident effective intervention is needed. There is a
growing number of studies investigating potential interventions to reduce workplace
stress. However, the mechanisms by which these interventions reduce stress and which
interventions are most effective are still unclear due to the large variance in the
interventions and outcome measures used (Caulfield, Chang, Dollard, & Elshaug, 2004;
Richardson & Rothstein, 2008).
In a 2008 meta-analysis, 55 workplace stress interventions from 36 international
studies were analyzed (Richardson & Rothstein, 2008). It was concluded that workplace
stress interventions show promise in reducing stress demonstrating a medium to large
overall effect. However, the review also highlighted large heterogeneity between studies
and a lack of studies investigating single-mode interventions that target personal
resources and job-related skills. There is also a dearth of studies combining psychological,
physiological, and organizational outcomes (Richardson & Rothstein, 2008). Since this
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meta-analysis, more studies have begun to investigate the impact of workplace stress
interventions on physiological indicators, however more research is still needed in this
area (Richardson, 2017). This emphasizes the need for further investigation into evidencebased interventions that combine a number of outcome measures to clarify the
mechanisms involved in reducing stress and which interventions are most effective.
Workplace stress models suggest structural changes to the workplace be
implemented to reduce stress; however, this may not always be practical, affordable, or
effective (Richardson & Rothstein, 2008). It may, however, be easier, cheaper, and more
effective to alter perception of workplace stress. Indeed, interventions that target the
perception of stress such as cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), alternative
interventions (for example, exercise programs) and relaxation training have demonstrated
medium to large effects (d= 1.16, 0.91 and 0.50, respectively), whereas organizational
changes have shown only small effects (d = 0.14; Richardson & Rothstein, 2008). An
intervention that could target the perception of stress and may be better suited to the
workplace is an MBI.
MBIs have shown promising results in reducing stress and improving a range of
outcomes including physical and mental health in a number of settings (for reviews see:
Chiesa & Serretti, 2009; Creswell, 2017; Grossman, Niemann, Schmidt, & Walach,
2004). These benefits have also been extended to the workplace with a number of studies
reporting improvements in perceived stress, depression and anxiety, burnout,
psychological distress, wellbeing, and job performance (for reviews see: Allen et al.,
2015; Lomas et al., 2017; Virgili, 2015). A recent meta-analysis showed support for these
findings reporting medium effects for MBIs on perceived stress (Hedge’s g = .56),
anxiety (Hedge’s g = .62) and psychological distress (Hedge’s g = .69), and small but
significant effects for wellbeing and sleep (Hedge’s g = .46 and .26, respectively; Bartlett
et al., 2019). Interestingly job stress did not show significant improvements, which may
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suggest that MBIs are useful in changing employees’ perceptions of stress rather than
perceptions of the work environment. Despite this, these findings do demonstrate that
MBIs could be an effective intervention in the workplace.
There is also some evidence that MBIs are effective at improving stress
physiology. Although not limited to employee samples, MBIs have been effective at
reducing cortisol concentrations (O’Leary, O’Neill, & Dockray, 2016; Sanada et al.,
2016) and improving markers of the immune system (Black & Slavich, 2016). A handful
of studies have investigated the effectiveness of workplace-based mindfulness programs
with physiological indicators of stress and ill-health with mixed results (Allen et al.,
2015). Potentially, this is due to considering indices of multiple biological systems (e.g.,
the immune system, hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis) together rather than looking at
these systems individually. Taken together, the findings are promising and do encourage
further investigation into the effects of MBIs on physiology. However, they also
highlight the need to further understand the effect of MBIs on discrete biological systems.
Traditional mindfulness programs require a large time commitment from
participants, which has resulted in high dropout rates (Klatt, Buckworth, & Malarkey,
2009). Moreover, in a recent meta-analysis 27 studies using an online workplace stress
intervention were identified and only 11 of these studies included a mindfulness
component (Heber et al., 2017). This is surprising given that the advantages of online
programs make them ideal for a workplace setting; including no scheduling requirements
and improved accessibility. Aikens et al. (2014) found significant reductions in workplace
stress, and increased resiliency, vigor and work engagement following completion of an
online MBSR course. Importantly, these improvements were either maintained or
improved when assessed six months after completing the course (Aikens et al., 2014). In
addition, participants who completed an MBI reported greater improvements in perceived
stress, sleep, and heart-rate variability compared to a control group; regardless of whether
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they were in the face-to-face program or the online program (Wolever et al., 2012).
In summary, MBIs are a promising avenue to reduce workplace stress and the
costs associated with it. However, more research is needed to determine if MBIs are
effective in improving physiological indicators of stress and ill-health. In addition, given
most workers experiencing workplace stress already feel time-poor, interventions need to
be easily implemented into the employee’s schedule. Online programs may offer the
flexibility for more employees to implement such programs, therefore the effectiveness of
online programs requires further exploration.
1.7. Thesis Aims
The ERI and JD-R model both consider intrinsic components as well as extrinsic
components when measuring workplace stress. However, the research into the
interactions between these components is limited (Bakker & Demerouti, 2014; Siegrist &
Li, 2016). Research into the ERI model and its association with physiological indicators
of stress and ill-health has increased dramatically in the last two decades (Eddy et al.,
2016, 2018a, 2017); however, these studies have mostly utilised a cross-sectional design.
Moreover, the JD-R model has rarely been considered with physiological indicators of the
stress response (Eddy et al., 2019; Landolt et al., 2019). Therefore, despite the growing
body of evidence in this area, there is still a gap when it comes to the potential biological
and psychological mechanisms underlying the workplace stress-ill-health relationship.
Further, MBIs may be a promising avenue for intervention; however, more evidence is
needed for online interventions and one-off mindfulness sessions as these may be
particularly conducive to the workplace. The overarching research questions for each
phase of this doctoral research are below:
Systematic review with meta-analysis (Chapter 2)
1. What impact do MBIs have on discrete biological systems of the stress
response in employee samples?
2. Which physiological indicators should be considered in future investigations
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based on the systems that are most impacted by MBIs?
Focus Groups (Chapter 3)
3. What are the unique demands, job resources, and rewards that direct-care workers
identify in their workplace?
4. What are the intrinsic characteristics or personal resources that direct-care workers
identify as being important to do their job successfully and to reduce workplace
stress?
5. What are the key stressors and buffers that need to be considered when assessing
the content validity of the generic JD-R and ERI questionnaires and tailoring them
to direct-care workers?
Intervention Study (Chapter 4)
6. Is a one-off, 30-minute mindfulness session effective at increasing vigor and
reducing fatigue, anxiety, and physiological stress reactivity (sAA)?
7. Are there greater improvements seen in these outcomes as participants develop
their skills and habituate to an MBSR program?
8. Is an online MBI effective at decreasing workplace stress (ERI) and OC, and
increasing work engagement, self-efficacy, optimism and resiliency?
9. Is an MBSR program effective at improving three physiological indicators of
stress and ill-health (CAR, SAA-AR, and sIgA)?
10. Are changes in these outcomes correlated with improvements in trait
mindfulness?
Prospective studies (Chapters 5 and 6)
11. Are changes in workplace stress associated with changes in physiological indices
of stress and ill-health across time?
12. What are the roles of intrinsic moderators within this relationship?
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13. Does trait mindfulness play a role in the relationship between ERI and
physiological indicators of stress?
14. Does OC buffer the relationship between ERI and the CAR, sAA-AR, and
sIgA?
15. Do job resources, self-efficacy, or empathy buffer the effects of job demands
on these physiological outcomes?
The overall aims of this thesis were to determine the effectiveness of MBIs and to
assess the relationships between workplace stress, dispositional characteristics, and
physiological indices of the stress response.
1.8. Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced the concept of workplace stress, the ERI model, and the
JD-R model. It reviewed the literature for both models and considered three
physiological indicators that have been investigated with the ERI and JD-R models. This
chapter also introduced two intrinsic moderators that may be useful when assessing these
workplace stress models. This chapter concluded by discussing mindfulness meditation
as a potential intervention for the workplace that requires further empirical assessment.
This chapter also highlighted the need to consider the impact of MBIs on discrete,
biological systems. Therefore, the ne t chapter presents a systematic review with metaanalysis conducted as part of this doctoral research to explore this gap in the literature.
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Chapter 2: Do workplace-based mindfulness meditation programs
improve physiological indices of stress? A systematic review and
meta-analysis
2.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter presents a published systematic review with meta-analysis that
synthesized empirical studies assessing the effectiveness of mindfulness-based
interventions (MBIs) on physiological indicators of stress and ill-health with employee
samples. With MBIs becoming increasingly popular in the literature, and within
organizations, it was timely to consider the impact MBIs may have on discrete biological
systems involved in the stress response. Therefore, the aim of this paper was to
synthesize the current literature from employee samples to provide guidance for future
investigations in terms of which biological systems may be most impacted by MBIs. The
paper was accepted for publication on the 21st of September 2018 and published online
on the 27th of September 2018. It is available at:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022399918305749.
As the first author of the article I was responsible for 70 percent of the
manuscript preparation. My contribution included data collection, data analysis, drafting
of the manuscript, and revisions. The third and fourth author contributed 5 and 20
percent, respectively, toward the manuscript preparation. They are both members of my
supervisory team and their contribution included guidance in data collection and
analysis, discussions of key ideas, and critical review and editing. The second author
contributed approximately 5 percent to drafting of the manuscript and discussion of
ideas. Permission from all co-authors’ has been obtained for this article to be included in
the PhD dissertation.
The Journal of Psychosomatic Research covers all aspects of the relationship

between psychology and medicine, and is an international, peer-reviewed, and
multidisciplinary journal. The journal has a 2017 SCImago journal ranking of 1.344 and
a 2018 impact factor of 2.947. The article is published in accordance with the publishing
guidelines of the journal. The copyright conditions of the publisher allow for the article
to be included in the PhD dissertation.
The full citation of the article is:
Heckenberg, R. A., Eddy, P., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2018). Do workplace-based
mindfulness meditation programs improve physiological indices of stress? A
systematic review and meta-analysis. Journal of Psychosomatic Research, 114,
62-71. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpsychores.2018.09.010

Due to copyright the published version of the article has been omitted. The full
citation for the article and link to access it appear below.
Heckenberg, R. A., Eddy, P., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2018). Do workplace-based
mindfulness meditation programs improve physiological indices of stress? A
systematic review and meta-analysis. Journal of Psychosomatic Research, 114,
62-71. Doi: 10.1016/j.jpsychores.2018.09.010
Link: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpsychores.2018.09.010
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2.2. Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the first published paper of this thesis. The systematic
review with meta-analysis provided a synthesis of the current literature of MBIs impact
on discrete biological systems in employee samples. Though past reviews have provided
some indication of MBIs’ effect on physiological indices, the current systematic review
considered the unique impact they could be having on the HPA axis, cardiovascular
system, immune system, and ANS. The findings showed that MBIs may act on discrete
biological systems differently with the HPA axis being the most affected. The results for
the other biological systems were also promising. However, given the smaller number of
studies that have considered these indices, more research is needed in this area,
particularly with indices of the ANS and immune system.
The results from this chapter informed later stages of the research. Firstly, of the
reviewed studies, only one study had considered sAA, a measure of ANS activity.
Further, in another recent meta-analysis that I co-authored (see Appendix A; Eddy,
Heckenberg, Wertheim, Kent, & Wright, 2016) sIgA was most strongly associated with
workplace stress; however despite this, no studies have included this measure when
assessing the effectiveness of an MBI. Secondly, only one study reviewed in this chapter
incorporated an online MBI. Online programs may be more suitable for the workplace as
they require less time commitment and do not require attendance at weekly group
sessions. Finally, active participation in the program was not often measured or reported
in the included studies. This is an important consideration as being actively engaged in
the program is likely to lead to more benefits. Based on these considerations, the effects
of an 8-week online MBSR program on the CAR, sAA-AR, and sIgA were assessed
while controlling for active participation in the program.
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Chapter 3: Investigating the ERI model and JD-R model with Directcare Workers: A focus group approach
3.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter presents a qualitative study that assessed the ERI and JD-R model
with direct-care workers. Generic questionnaires have been developed to test both
theoretical models; however, these may lack the necessary precision to adequately capture
the experience of workplace stress in particular employee groups. Therefore, an aim of
this study was to assess the components of the ERI and JD-R models with the target
population, direct-care workers. A second aim was to inform questionnaire development
for the later quantitative stages of the research by exploring additional efforts/demands,
resources, and rewards that may be important to this group.
In this qualitative study two focus groups were conducted with direct-care
workers from one organization. The two focus groups assessed components of both the
ERI model and JD-R model. However, for ease of understanding, the findings pertaining
to each model will be presented separately. The published paper assessing the JD-R model
will be presented first. The results relating to the ERI model will then follow. To avoid
repetition, only the findings relating to the reward component of the ERI model will be
presented.
The appendices include a copy of ethics approval (Appendix B), and participant
information statement and consent form (Appendix C). The supporting documents
(Appendix D) for the published paper can also be found in the appendices section of this
thesis. These documents are the schedule of questions used in the focus groups and Table
1 which provides a comparison of job demands, job resources, and personal resources
included in the original JD-R questionnaire and the items added based on the findings
from the focus groups. Table E.1 (Appendix E) is also presented in the appendices
section, which provides a comparison between original rewards and the
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additional items added based on the findings. The included manuscript was published in
Health and Social Care in the Community. The paper was accepted for publication on the
6th of June 2018 and published online on the 10th of July 2018. It is available at:
https://doi.org/10.1111/hsc.12603.
As the first author I was responsible for 70 percent of the manuscript preparation,
which included data collection, data analysis, and drafting and reviewing the manuscript.
The third and fourth authors, who are members of my supervisory team contributed to the
remaining 30 percent. The last author contributed to data collection and both authors
provided feedback on design, conceptual ideas, and critical review and editing.
Permission from both co-authors’ has been obtained for this article to be included in the
PhD dissertation.
The journal, Health and Social Care in the Community, is an international peerreviewed journal with a focus on professional and patient education. The journal has a
2017 SCImago journal ranking of 0.83 and an impact factor of 2.039. The article is
published in accordance with the publishing guidelines of the journal. The copyright
conditions of the publisher allow for the article to be included in the PhD dissertation. The
full citation of the article is:
Heckenberg, R. A., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2018). Investigating the JD-R occupational
stress model with Australian direct-care workers: A focus group approach. Health
and Social Care in the Community, 26(5), 751-758. Doi: 10.1111/hsc.12603

Due to copyright the published version of the article has been omitted. The full citation
for the article and link to access it appear below.
Heckenberg, R. A., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2018). Investigating the JD-R occupational
stress model with Australian direct-care workers: A focus group approach. Health
and Social Care in the Community, 26(5), 751-758. Doi: 10.1111/hsc.12603
Link: https://doi.org/10.1111/hsc.12603
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3.2. Investigating Sources of Rewards with Direct-care Workers
The ERI model assesses three specific types of rewards; namely, pay, esteem, and
opportunity for development and job security. There is an abundance of literature
supporting the ERI model and its association with health (Rugulies, Aust, & Madsen,
2017; Siegrist, 2010; Tsutsumi & Kawakami, 2004). However, this model has rarely been
considered using qualitative methods. Consideration of the unique rewards experienced
by direct-care workers may be useful in furthering our understanding of the interaction
between efforts and rewards, and how this interaction predicts health, productivity, and
decision-making.
Qualitative studies have identified that pay and leave benefits, job security and
feeling valued or recognized by the community, and relationships with co-workers and
managers, are important factors related to workplace stress and work engagement (Fragar
& Depczynski, 2011; Hegney, McCarthy, Rogers-Clark, & Gorman, 2002; Moyle,
Skinner, Rowe, & Gork, 2003; van den Berg, 2013). An additional reward direct-care
workers gain from their jobs, however, is the satisfaction obtained from helping people in
need, beyond the relationships and gratitude they receive from patients and clients (Fragar
& Depczynski, 2011; Hegney et al., 2002; Moyle et al., 2003; van den Berg, 2013). A
related concept, compassion satisfaction has also been found to partially moderate the
relationship between job demands and job strain with higher compassion satisfaction
buffering against the effects of demands on job strain (Tremblay & Messervey, 2011).
Considering these findings, it is important to assess if direct-care workers identify other
sources of rewards that may play a role in their experience of workplace stress.
The method for the focus groups have been presented in the above manuscript.
The focus groups also explored efforts and demands together as these concepts are closely
related. Therefore, only the findings for the reward component are included below.
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3.2.1. Results: Perceived Rewards
There were three themes identified from thematic analysis of the transcripts
relating to direct-care workers’ perceived rewards in the workplace. Namely, these were
‘empowering change and satisfaction with work relationships’, ‘recognition/feeling
valued’ and ‘financial rewards’.
3.2.1.1. Empowering Change and Satisfaction with Work
Empowering change and satisfaction with work was a theme common across both
locations, which suggests direct-care workers are passionate about their roles and may be
experiencing high levels of job satisfaction. This theme encompassed the satisfaction
direct-care workers felt when seeing clients achieve goals or positive change, as
demonstrated by one participants who stated, “Clients… when they meet a goal or you
know when you see them achieve what they’re looking to” and also that they were
“improving people’s quality of life”. Experiencing a positive change with clients was
acknowledged to be a rare occurrence, yet despite this it can have a large impact on how
they perceive their jobs, with one person stating, “…that sort of cancels out all the
negatives”. This satisfaction was also felt more generally as suggested by one participant:
For me doing something that I worked towards doing and discovering
that it’s still what you absolutely wanted to do. I think getting that
ongoing satisfaction out of your job. Out of your role.
Empowering change also encompassed influencing changes to systems or at the
community and organization levels. As one participant summarised:
I think what’s rewarding as well is when you get information recorded
up around service gaps and it actually creates change within the
systems… And seeing new programs come about and new services that
get implemented and become successful within the community. It just
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shows there’s a little more insight within the systems as to what’s
required.
This theme was related to, although separate from, receiving recognition for the work
completed but also being valued enough to have the power to create change at a higher
level.
3.2.1.2. Recognition/Feeling Valued
Recognition or feeling valued was a related theme present across both groups.
While direct-care workers reported satisfaction with their jobs, being valued and receiving
recognition or positive feedback for their work was a central theme to the discussion. This
was recognition or gratitude received from clients, feeling valued by their employer or
supervisor, and feeling respected and valued by the community and other service
providers. Receiving gratitude from clients and acknowledgments of efforts was related to
client change but seemed to increase the reward experienced. Although, this did seem to
be a rare experience for most participants. The following highlights this:
… when the client themselves recognize positive change and even goes
one step further and recognize you’ve helped them, and they might even
say thank you or you know they might just show how much they’ve
appreciated you. That’s huge, if you get one of them a month, you’re
happy.
Adding to this was that clients have often experienced a long history of service provision
so it’s significant when the client expresses gratitude suggesting that “you’re the one
that’s different”.
Manager support and feedback was also identified as a reward. It seemed that this
created a sense of being valued, which was suggested to be held as a big reward, for
example, one participant remarked: “Feeling valued by my employer is a big thing for
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me”. In particular, clinical supervision, which is a meeting a direct-care worker has with
their supervisor to reflect on their work and receive feedback and support, was a reward.
It was suggested by one participant that supervision being held as a priority was
rewarding, “I think supervisions good, like clinical supervision and regular supervision.
I’ve worked in organizations where that’s not held as a high priority so that’s a reward”,
potentially because it creates a sense of being valued. This was supported by a comment
from one participant, “I’m very supported in my role. By the team. Management. Like not
so far up. But my team leader and then program manager and my team. I’m valued, I
guess”.
Another aspect was recognition and respect from the community. Participants felt
a sense of reward from the esteem they received within the community, as one participant
stated, “When other organizations or schools or whatever it might be, recognize the
worth and value of your service and your highly regarded by them as somewhere to go”.
There was a group consensus that the organization they worked for was respected by the
community, which seemed to give participants a sense of pride.
3.2.1.3 Relationships
A third theme that emerged from the data, and again was consistent across both
locations was building positive relationships. Direct-care workers work closely with their
clients and are often exposed to sensitive information about that person, having such a
close relationship with clients that was built on trust was a reward or privilege. As one
participant suggested:
Just working with the clients. I find it, and I know it sounds corny as, but
I find it a bit of a privilege to be allowed to work so closely with
somebody. So, with their personal and intimate details and everything, I
think that’s a real privilege.
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This sentiment seemed to be held by others in the group who also agreed it was an
“honour” to be able to work with clients. This theme also encompassed building positive
relationships based on trust and having positive connections within the community,
particularly with other service providers. Having connections within the community was
related to creating positive change within the community and receiving respect or esteem.
The final sub-theme for relationships was relationships with colleagues. This was around
having a supportive team but also encompassed the friendships participants had within
their organization.
3.2.1.4. Financial Rewards
The final theme identified was financial rewards, which encompassed both pay
and job security. There was less consensus around pay and job security being rewards
compared to the other three themes relating to rewards. The discussion of pay had to be
prompted in one group and prompted jokes in both groups such as “we get paid?”
suggesting that perhaps direct-care workers feel they are not receiving adequate
remuneration. Interestingly though, during the ranking activity both groups ranked pay
in their top five rewards. Job security was also suggested as a reward, this related to
having a full-time position rather than a casual position, which seems to be an increasing
trend in the industry. Although, it was suggested that short-term contracts mean that job
security is not guaranteed, although this was acknowledged as being “just part of the
industry”.
3.2.2. Discussion
The rewards identified in the present investigation are consistent with both the
ERI model and previous qualitative studies. Financial rewards including pay and job
security were identified as being important. Interestingly, pay caused some debates
within both groups, suggesting that despite participants agreeing it is a reward of the job,
they could perceive they are not being appropriately remunerated for their work. This is
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supported by Kemper et al. (2008) who investigated recommendations from direct-care
workers that would improve their jobs. Increased pay was suggested by the highest
number of participants and was consistent across all three job types (nursing facilities,
home care and assisted living). Remuneration, fringe benefits and job security also
related to thriving in the workplace (van den Berg, 2013).
Feeling valued and receiving adequate recognition from clients, co-workers,
managers and the community were also important rewards for the current sample.
The ERI model has demonstrated that esteem-based rewards are important predictors
of workplace stress (de Jonge, Bosma, Peter, & Siegrist, 2000; Tsutsumi &
Kawakami, 2004). Similarly, recognition and receiving gratitude from clients are
perceived as rewarding aspects for direct-care workers (Fragar & Depczynski, 2011;
van den Berg, 2013). An additional reward that may be unique to direct-care workers
that isn’t captured by the ERI model is empowering change, which is related to
helping clients and the community. Previous studies have found this to be a central
reward for those working in this occupation (Fragar & Depczynski, 2011; Moyle et
al., 2003; van den Berg, 2013). Compassion satisfaction is a related concept that has
been demonstrated to buffer against the effects of job demands on job strain
(Tremblay & Messervey, 2011), which highlights it is important to consider the
influence this reward might have on workplace stress when investigating this
employee group.
In the present study, relationships with clients, co-workers and the community
were also identified as a reward. Though the ERI model does loosely capture
relationships with co-workers, and previous studies have found this to be a reward for
this group (Moyle et al., 2003), relationships with the community may be a unique
reward for our sample due to their regional location. Previous studies have found that
engagement with the community has been a factor contributing to recruitment and
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retention for direct- care workers employed in regional areas (Hegney et al., 2002; Keane,
Lincoln, & Smith, 2012). While this referred to personal engagement with the
community, it seems from our results that this may extend to working relationships and
may be an important aspect when considering the effects of rewards on workplace stress
and engagement.
The findings of these focus groups echo the three rewards assessed by the ERI
model, supporting the content validity of the model. They also identified additional
aspects of the job that are perceived as rewarding for this group, which should be
considered when tailoring this model to direct-care workers. As such, additional questions
relating to the empowering change and general satisfaction with work will be included
when modifying the questionnaires.
3.3. Chapter Summary
This study is among the first to assess either the JDR or ERI workplace stress
models using a qualitative approach. The focus groups were an important preliminary step
in this doctoral research as they allowed for the content validity of both models to be
assessed. In addition, the results informed the questionnaire development for later stages
of the research, which ensures that the experience of direct-care workers is measured
adequately.
The findings of the focus groups demonstrate that both the ERI and JD-R models
provide a useful framework for quantifying workplace stress, but additional factors should
be considered when using these models with direct-care workers. Therefore, additional
items were added to the generic questionnaires for both models. Items assessing an
additional job demand, organizational communication, and job resource, progressive
workplace resources were added to the JD-R questionnaire. Items assessing
communication skills as a personal resource and established scales measuring empathy
and resilience as additional personal resources were also included in the suite of
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measures. Finally, as empowering change and general satisfaction with work are not
considered within the ERI model, items assessing this aspect were also included in the
suite of measures. The additional items for the JD-R model (Appendix D) and the ERI
model (Appendix E) are outlined in the appendices section of this thesis.
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Chapter 4: An online mindfulness-based program is effective in
improving affect, over-commitment, optimism and mucosal immunity
4.1. Chapter Overview
In this chapter the third published manuscript is presented. This study investigated
both the short-term and enduring effects of an online MBSR program on psychological
and physiological outcomes. Online programs and one-off mindfulness sessions may
provide a practical solution for employees, such as direct-care workers that report heavy
workloads and time-pressures (Dollard, Winefeld, & Winefeld, 2003; Heckenberg, Kent,
& Wright, 2018) and who therefore may not have the necessary time to commit to a
traditional mindfulness program. This study aimed to assess the effectiveness of an
online, 8-week MBSR program on workplace stress (ERI), overcommitment, trait
mindfulness, self-reported health, and three physiological indices (the CAR, sAA-AR,
and sIgA) while controlling for active participation in the program. The study also aimed
to assess changes in mood, state anxiety, and sAA from immediately before to
immediately after a 30-minute mindfulness meditation session.
Copies of the ethics approval (Appendix B), participant information statement and
consent form (Appendix C), saliva sampling instructions (Appendix F), questionnaires
(Appendix G), adherence scale (Appendix H), and active participation scale (Appendix I)
are provided in the appendices section. The included paper was accepted for publication
on the 2nd of November 2018 and published online on the 9th of November 2018. The
article can be accessed here: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physbeh.2018.11.001.
I am the first author of the article and contributed 70 percent to manuscript
preparation. I was responsible for data collection, data analyses, and drafting and revising
the manuscript. The fourth author is my supervisor and contributed 20 percent, which
included guidance concerning the data analysis, as well as discussions of the ideas
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expressed in the article, critical review, and editing. The third author is my co- supervisor
and contributed 5 percent by assisting in drafting the paper for submission by offering
guidance, critical review, and editing. The second author contributed the remaining 5
percent and their contribution included analyzing saliva samples and editing drafts in
preparation for journal submission. All co-authors have given permission for this article
to be included in the PhD dissertation.
Physiology & Behavior is an international, peer-reviewed research journal that
publishes original reports on behavioural and cognitive neuroscience. It has a focus on
causal physiological mechanisms of behaviour and its modulation by environmental
factors. The journal had a SCImago journal ranking of 1.088 and an impact factor of
2.517 in 2017. The article is published in accordance with the publishing guidelines of the
journal. The copyright conditions of the publisher allow for the article to be included in
the PhD dissertation.
The full citation for this publication is:
Heckenberg, R. A., Hale, M. W., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2019). An online
mindfulness-based program is effective in improving affect, over-commitment,
optimism and mucosal immunity. Physiology & Behavior, 199, 20-27.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physbeh.2018.11.001

Due to copyright the published version of the article has been omitted. The full citation
for the article and link to access it appear below.
Heckenberg, R. A., Hale, M. W., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2019). An online
mindfulness-based program is effective in improving affect, over-commitment,
optimism and mucosal immunity. Physiology & Behavior, 199, 20-27.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physbeh.2018.11.001
Link: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physbeh.2018.11.001
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4.2. Chapter Summary
The paper presented in this chapter concurrently investigated the short-term and
enduring effects of an online, 8-week MBSR program on both psychological and
physiological outcomes. The findings demonstrate that a one-off mindfulness session can
reduce fatigue and state anxiety, and with continued practice these short-term benefits
may also extend to less autonomic reactivity. Actively participating in the full 8-week
program resulted in increased optimism, trait mindfulness and mucosal immunity (sIgA),
and decreased overcommitment. This may be indicative of MBIs leading to improved
coping. In addition, increases in trait mindfulness were associated with increases in sIgA
concentrations, confirming that the improvements seen in mucosal immunity
corresponded to the increases in trait mindfulness.
While the within-subjects comparison across timepoints is a strength, a stronger
design would include the use of a control group. Initially, this study was designed with a
waitlist control group, however due to participant attrition (N = 19 to N = 4) it was not
possible to include the control group in the analyses.
This study adds to the current body of literature assessing MBIs with physiological
outcomes, which were reviewed in chapter 2, by including measures of the autonomic and
immune systems that have rarely been considered in this context. It extends those findings
by demonstrating that MBIs may be useful in improving mucosal immunity. Moreover, it
shows the potential benefits of one-off mindfulness sessions, which may be of particular
interest to employees who are “time-poor” and feel they are unable to commit to the full
program. The results of this study highlight the importance of considering active
participation in the program when assessing the effectiveness of MBIs, as this changed the
interpretation of the current findings. Future studies should consider whether the benefits
found for this online MBSR program are equivalent to traditional face-to-face programs.
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Chapter 5: Trait mindfulness and the Effort-Reward Imbalance
workplace stress model: Higher trait mindfulness is associated with
increased salivary immunoglobulin A
5.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter presents a paper that has been submitted for publication. The study
prospectively assessed the associations between workplace stress (ERI), OC, trait
mindfulness, and physiological indices of stress and ill-health. The included paper was
accepted for publication and published online on the 18th of September 2019. The article
can be accessed here: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2019.112252.
Despite there being a large body of evidence for the association between ERI and
physiological indices of ill-health (Eddy, Heckenberg, Wertheim, Kent, & Wright, 2016;
Eddy, Wertheim, Hale, & Wright, 2018; Eddy, Wertheim, Kingsley, & Wright, 2017), the
moderating role of OC is less supported (Siegrist & Li, 2016). Therefore, this study
assessed whether trait mindfulness helped to explain the relationship between ERI and the
CAR, sAA-AR, and sIgA. The data for this study was collected at two timepoints, once in
the summer (January) and once in the winter (July), before the MBSR intervention was
implemented. Therefore, any changes in trait mindfulness or other variables are not due to
the intervention.
Copies of the ethics approval (Appendix B), participant information statement and
consent form (Appendix C), saliva sampling instructions (Appendix F), questionnaires
(Appendix G), and adherence scale (Appendix H) are presented in the appendices section
of this thesis.
I am the first author of the article and contributed 70 percent to manuscript
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preparation. I was responsible for data collection, data analyses, and drafting and revising
the manuscript. The fourth author is my supervisor and contributed 20 percent, which
included guidance concerning the data analysis, as well as discussions of the ideas
expressed in the article, critical review and editing. The third author is my co-supervisor
and contributed 5 percent by assisting in drafting the paper for submission by offering
guidance, critical review and editing. The second author contributed the remaining 5
percent. Their contribution included analyzing saliva samples and editing drafts in
preparation for journal submission. All co-authors have given permission for this article to
be included in the PhD dissertation.
Behavioural Brain Research is an international, multidisciplinary, peer-reviewed
journal that aims to explain the neural mechanisms underlying behaviour. It publishes
original reports in the field of behavioural neuroscience, including neurophysiological,
neuroanatomical, neurochemical, or neuropharmacological analysis of brain-behaviour
relations. In 2017 the journal had SCImago journal ranking of 1.413 and an impact factor
of 3.173. The copyright conditions of the publisher allow for the article to be included in
the PhD dissertation.
The full citation for this publication is:
Heckenberg, R., Hale, M. W., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2019) Trait mindfulness and the
Effort- Reward Imbalance workplace stress model: Higher trait mindfulness is
associated with increased salivary immunoglobulin A. Behavioural Brain Research,
377(2020), 1-8. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2019.112252

Due to copyright the published version of the article has been omitted. The full citation
for the article and link to access it appear below.
Heckenberg, R., Hale, M. W., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. (2019) Trait mindfulness and the
Effort- Reward Imbalance workplace stress model: Higher trait mindfulness is
associated with increased salivary immunoglobulin A. Behavioural Brain
Research, 377(2020), 1-8. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2019.112252
Link: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2019.112252
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5.2. Chapter Summary
This chapter investigated the relationships between ERI, OC, trait mindfulness,
and physiological indices of stress and ill-health using a prospective design. Changes in
ERI and OC were not associated with changes in the CAR, sAA-AR, or sIgA. However,
consistent with the findings in chapter 4, increases in trait mindfulness were associated
with increases in sIgA. This suggests that trait mindfulness may play a protective role
within the stress-ill-health relationship. The findings are consistent with the theory
presented in the stress and coping model. Future research should consider whether
increases in trait mindfulness leads to less negative affect and whether this helps to
explain the role of trait mindfulness in this relationship further.
This study makes a unique contribution to the current body of literature in this
area. Previous research assessing the ERI model with physiological indicators has mostly
utilized a cross-sectional design. Therefore, the current study adds to this line of research
by exploring these relationships using two timepoints. This provides a more rigorous
analysis of these relationships than what has been previously conducted. In addition, this
study is among the first to consider trait mindfulness within the context of an empirically
established workplace stress model.
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Chapter 6: Empathy and job resources buffer the effect of higher job
demands on increased salivary alpha amylase awakening responses in
direct-care workers
6.1. Chapter Overview
The final empirical study is presented in this chapter. This study explored the
associations between the JD-R model, self-efficacy, empathy, and physiological
indicators of stress and ill-health across two timepoints. This paper has been submitted to
Physiology & Behavior. The paper was submitted on the 3rd of July 2019 and is currently
under review. The format of the manuscript is in accordance with the author guidelines
for this journal.
The JD-R model has a large body of evidence supporting its two main
propositions. Namely, that job demands activate the health impairment process, and job
resources activate the motivational process. This study aimed to further current
understanding by testing the health impairment hypothesis with physiological indicators
of stress and ill-health. Further, the study explored whether job resources, self-efficacy, or
empathy buffer the effect of job demands on the physiological indices.
Data was collected for this study with data for chapter 5. Therefore, there may be
some overlap in the methods of these two chapters. In addition, trait mindfulness was not
considered as a personal resource in this study based on an a priori decision to assess this
measure in chapter 5 with the ERI model. Empathy was identified as an important
personal resource by direct-care workers in the focus groups (Chapter 3) and has rarely
been investigated in this context. Therefore, empathy was included as a potential personal
resource along with self-efficacy, which is generally included in the JD-R model.
Copies of the ethics approval (Appendix B), participant information statement and
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consent form (Appendix C), saliva sampling instructions (Appendix F), questionnaires
(Appendix G), and adherence scale (Appendix H) are presented in the appendices section
of this thesis.
I am first author of the included paper and was responsible for data collection, data
analyses, and drafting and revising the manuscript. My contribution to the manuscript
preparation was 70 percent. The fourth author is my supervisor and contributed 20
percent, which included guidance concerning the data analysis, as well as discussions of
the ideas expressed in the article, critical review, and editing. The second and third author
contributed to the remaining 10 percent. Both authors provided additional expert
knowledge and assisted with drafting the paper for submission. The second author also
assisted with analyzing saliva samples. All co-authors have given permission for this
article to be included in the PhD dissertation.
As discussed in chapter 4, Physiology & Behavior is an international, peerreviewed research journal that publishes original reports on behavioural and cognitive
neuroscience. The journal had a SCImago journal ranking of 1.088 and an impact factor
of 2.517 in 2017. The copyright conditions of the publisher allow for the article to be
included in the PhD dissertation.
The full citation for the article is:
Heckenberg, R., Hale, M. W., Kent, S., & Wright, B. J. Empathy and job resources buffer
the effect of higher job demands on increased salivary alpha amylase awakening
responses in direct-care workers. Physiology & Behavior, submitted July 2019
(currently under review).
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Abstract
The job demands-resources model has rarely been used in conjunction with
physiological indicators of stress and ill-health. This study explored the associations between
the JD-R model and physiological indicators of the stress response, while considering
potential moderators of this relationship. Across 2 timepoints (summer-winter) direct-care
workers completed questionnaires assessing job demands, job resources, empathy and selfefficacy, and provided morning saliva samples to assess physiological indices of stress and
ill-health. Changes in job resources and empathy were positively correlated with changes in
the cortisol awakening response (CAR). Further, changes in both job resources and empathy
independently buffered the impact of higher job demands on increased salivary alpha amylase
awakening response (sAA-AR) concentrations. These findings suggest that despite increased
job demands, the sAA-AR decreased for direct-care workers that had perceived high job
resources or who reported higher empathy. Potentially, job resources and empathy may act as
a protective factor against the development of poor health associated with workplace stress.

Keywords: Job demands-resources model; empathy; work stress; HPA axis; alpha amylase;
immunity
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Highlights
•

Changes in job resources and empathy were positively correlated with changes in the
CAR

•

Job resources buffered the relationship between increased job demands and increased
sAA-AR

•

Empathy buffered the relationship between increased job demands and increased
sAA-AR
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1. Introduction
The job demands-resources (JD-R) model [1] has consistently predicted employees’
work engagement and burnout (for reviews see: [2–4]), but evidence of the association of the
JD-R model with physiological markers is scarce. Recently, two studies have considered
physiological indicators of stress and ill-health within the JD-R model [5,6]; a prospective
study reported associations between self-reported occupational stress and physiological
indicators of stress [6], and the other suggested that trait mindfulness buffers the association
between high workplace stress and poor physical health [5]. These findings underscore the
need to extend and understand these associations and the mechanisms by which occupational
stress leads to poor health. Therefore, this study investigated the associations between the JDR model and physiological indicators of the stress response, while considering potential
moderators of this relationship.
1.1. The JD-R model
The JD-R model posits that job characteristics can be organised into two overarching
categories, job demands and job resources, which instigate two unique processes that
influence wellbeing. Job demands refer to aspects of work that require sustained effort and
lead to psychological or physiological costs such as exhaustion [1]. According to the ‘health
impairment hypothesis’, chronic job demands exhaust the employee’s resources resulting in a
depletion of energy and an increased risk of health problems [7]. Job resources refer to
factors that help to achieve work goals, reduce demands, and promote personal growth,
learning, and development [1]. According to the motivational hypothesis, job resources
activate the ‘motivational process’, indirectly leading to increased growth, and development,
or through directly helping one to meet work goals or basic psychological needs such as
autonomy [7]. An interaction effect is also proposed to occur between job resources and job
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demands, where high job resources buffer the effects of high job demands on the negative
outcomes of stress.
The health impairment and motivational hypotheses of the JD-R model have been
well supported across different types of employee groups [2–4,8,9]. In contrast, evidence for
the interaction effect between job resources and job demands on workplace stress is mixed.
While, most investigations support the buffering effect of job resources on job demands, this
does not hold for all job resources and job demands tested [10,11]. Similarly, in a more recent
study, a weak moderating effect of job resources on the relationship between job demands
and burnout was found but was only present in healthcare professionals, not blue-collar
workers [12]. This suggests that while the first two propositions of the model are empirically
supported, more research is needed to assess the interaction hypothesis.
1.2. Physiological correlates of stress
Continued activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, the autonomic
nervous system (ANS), and immune system have been linked to increased risk of illness [13–
16]. As such, including indicators of these systems within studies testing the health
impairment hypothesis may help to highlight the mechanisms that underlie the relationship
between increased job demands and poorer health.
The cortisol awakening response (CAR) is an indicator of HPA axis functioning and
is defined as the increase in cortisol production in the first 30-45 min post-waking [17]. The
salivary alpha amylase awakening response (sAA-AR) is a reliable indicator of autonomic
arousal and refers to the change, typically a decrease, in sAA concentrations that occurs in
the first 30 mins post-waking [18,19]. Only two recent studies have considered stress
physiology in the context of the JD-R model [5,6]. In both studies [5,6], the interaction
between job demands and job resources was expressed as a ratio score. In the prospective
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Landolt et al. research [6], the JD-R ratio was not associated with the CAR or sAA-AR.
However, professional efficacy (a component of burnout) was associated with the sAA-AR.
Further, decreased professional efficacy explained a significant portion of the relationship
between the JD-R ratio and the sAA-AR in the high-stress period.
Secretory immunoglobulin A (sIgA) is the body’s most abundant antibody, and a
reliable indicator of mucosal immune system function [20]. While the JD-R ratio has not
been associated with sIgA concentrations [5], other studies have found that increased
workplace stress is associated with decreased sIgA concentrations [21–23].
1.3. Personal Resources
The JD-R model can be extended by the addition of a third category, personal
resources, which refer to intrinsic factors that are generally linked to an individual’s beliefs of
their ability to successfully impact their environment (e.g., optimism or self-efficacy; [24]).
Personal resources are thought to be similar to job resources in the way they directly affect
the motivational process and buffer the impact of job demands on wellbeing. Two potential
personal resources are self-efficacy and empathy. Self-efficacy is defined as the belief in
one’s abilities to meet situational demands [25] and is negatively associated with burnout (for
review see [26]). It has also been identified as an important personal resource within the JD-R
model [24,27].
Another potential buffer of job demands is empathy, which has received little
attention in the research literature. Empathy can be defined as a general regard or concern for
the welfare of others without the parallel experience of others’ emotions [28]. Empathy has
been identified as an important personal resource for direct-care workers [29] and is also
associated with burnout [30]. While some research has suggested a positive association
between increased empathy and increased burnout [31], a recent systematic review shows
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that the evidence more consistently demonstrates a negative association between empathy
and burnout [30]. Furthermore, low levels of empathy are associated with a blunted CAR
[32], which is linked to an increased risk of poor health [33]. Therefore, empathy may act as a
protective factor against the experience of workplace stress and its negative consequences.
1.4. The Present Study
While the original propositions of the JD-R model have been empirically supported,
the interaction between job resources and job demands, and personal resources and job
demands is less supported. Likewise, as burnout and engagement have been the focus of
many studies, there is little research investigating links between the JD-R model and
physiological indicators of stress and ill-health. Therefore, the current study aimed to test the
health impairment hypothesis with three physiological indicators of stress and ill-health (the
CAR, sAA-AR, and sIgA). We also aimed to investigate if job resources, self-efficacy, or
empathy buffered the effects of job demands on these physiological outcomes, as such
information is important in the development of potential workplace stress intervention.
2. Method
2.1. Participants
Direct-care workers were recruited from regional Victoria, Australia. Direct-care
workers are those that provide care or assistance to vulnerable groups in the community such
as disadvantaged youth, elderly people and patients. All staff from the organisation were
approached to participate in the study. Fifty-four employees volunteered with 23 employees
returning data for both timepoints (N = 23). Participants were mostly female (82.6%), which
was representative of the organisation and aged between 28 to 64 years (M=44.9, SD =10.9).
All participants had been employed for a minimum of six months and on average had been
employed for 4 years (SD = 4.1) and worked a minimum of 20 hours (M = 34.3, SD = 7.6)
per week. Employees diagnosed with neuroendocrine, psychiatric, or eating disorders or
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diabetes or using corticosteroid medications were asked to self-exclude from the study as
these may have confounding effects on either cortisol or sAA concentrations [34–36].
2.2. Psychological Measures
2.2.1. Workplace Stress
The JD-R questionnaire [37] assesses job demands (work pressure, cognitive
demands, emotional demands, role conflict, and hassles) and job resources (autonomy, social
support, feedback, opportunity for development, and coaching). In accordance with
recommendations by Bakker and Demerouti [38], we first conducted focus groups to
determine demands and resources that were unique to our sample [29]. Based on the
qualitative findings, we adapted the original JD-R questionnaire by adding in two additional
job demand items: “Communication between colleagues is good” and “I feel that I do not
know what is happening with the organization”. Three job resource items were also added:
“My workplace encourages taking regular breaks during the day”, “My workplace provides
me with a number of extra health activities to help me deal with stress” and “My workplace
uses a lot of modern technology that helps me do my job”. The internal consistency of the job
demands (α = .93 and .91) and the job resources (α = .95 and .94) subscales remained high
after the addition of the new items (job demands α = .93 and .90; job resources α = .95 and
.94).
2.2.2. Empathy
Based on the findings from focus groups with the current sample [29], empathy was
included as a personal resource. The 5-item empathic concern scale [28] was used to measure
empathy. The scale assesses the participants feelings of empathy. Items are scored from 1
“strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree”. Higher scores indicate greater feelings of empathy.
Cronbach α’s with this sample were adequate, α’s = .62 and .74.
2.2.3. Self-efficacy
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A 4-item subscale from the JD-R questionnaire was used to measure levels of selfefficacy [37]. Participants are asked how well each item describes them and respond on a 4point scale from 1, absolutely wrong to 4, absolutely right. Higher scores indicate higher
levels of self-efficacy. Cronbach α were .85 and .93 at the first and second timepoint,
respectively.
2.2.4. Adherence
Adherence to saliva sampling procedures was assessed as small deviations from the
protocol can have an impact on the concentrations obtained [39]. In line with recommended
guidelines, detailed verbal instructions on the saliva sampling protocol were given by the
recruiter and supplemented with written instructions. To determine level of adherence,
participants were asked to “… indicate how well you adhered to the testing protocol when
providing saliva samples” on a scale from 1, “not at all” to 5, “completely”.
2.3. Preparation of saliva specimens
Before analysis, saliva samples were thawed and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15
minutes to remove debris.
2.3.1. Salivary Alpha Amylase
Salivary alpha amylase was assayed using a Salimetrics® 96 well kinetic enzyme
assay kit (No.1-1902; State College, PA, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions
(these procedures have been reported previously; [40]). Consistent with previous research
[41], the sAA-AR concentrations were calculated by subtracting on-waking concentrations
from 30-min post waking concentrations.
2.3.2. Salivary Cortisol
Cortisol concentrations were determined using high sensitivity salivary cortisol
enzyme immunoassay kits (No. 1 – 3002, Salimetrics LLC, PA, USA). The full description of
the procedure has been described previously [21]. Consistent with past research [41], the
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CAR was calculated by subtracting on-waking concentrations from 30-min post waking
concentrations.
2.3.3. Secretory immunoglobulin A
Secretory immunoglobulin A concentrations were calculated using the salivary sIgA
indirect enzyme immunoassay kit (Salimetrics LLC, PA, USA). The full description of this
procedure has been described previously [21].
2.4. Procedure
Institutional ethics approval was obtained (No. S15-264). Employees were invited to
participate at an all-staff meeting held by the organisation and via email. Data was collected
at two timepoints, once during summer (January) and then again six months later during
winter (July). The procedure was the same for both timepoints. Participants provided
informed consent and were given a satchel containing two SalivaBio oral swabs (No.
5001.02, Salimetrics LLC, PA, USA), saliva sampling instructions, and the abovementioned
questionnaires. Participants provided two morning saliva samples to measure the CAR, sAAAR, and sIgA concentrations on a working day; one upon waking and the second 30 min after
waking. Participants placed the SalivaBio oral swab in their mouth and rotated it in a circular
motion for one minute. The oral swab was then placed in a test-tube and put in the
participant’s freezer. Participants also completed the questionnaires and then returned the
questionnaires and saliva samples to their workplace to be collected by the first author.
2.5. Data analysis
The IBM SPSS statistics computer software package (Version 24.0) was used for all
statistical analyses. Data were checked for outliers and violations of normality. Both JD-R,
CAR, and sAA-AR timepoints, and sIgA (winter) required correction due to skew. Outliers
for these variables were winsorized to the next highest score + .10 or the next lowest score .10. Winsorizing is recommended over trimming data when sample sizes are small and can be
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a more robust alternative to transformation of the data [42,43]. After winsorizing outliers for
each of these variables, skewness was corrected and all other assumptions were met.
Change scores were calculated by subtracting winter scores from summer scores for
each variable. Pearson correlation analyses were conducted to assess the bivariate
relationship between variables change score. Hierarchical regressions were used to determine
if changes in job demands, job resources, mindfulness, and empathy were associated with
changes in each of the physiological outcomes after controlling for adherence to the saliva
collection protocol. We used the PROCESS macro for SPSS [44] with bootstrapping (N =
5000) to determine if job resources or the personal resources; mindfulness and empathy,
moderated the relationship between job demands and the physiological indicators of stress.
3. Results
3.1. Assessing change across timepoints
Although we were not anticipating substantial changes across timepoints given a
comparison of two baseline points, we used a series of paired t-tests to assess if the variables
differed across summer and winter months. With the exception of job resources and sIgA, the
variables did not differ (Table 1). These findings are predicated on the group mean however,
and on further examination it was noted that the positive and negative change scores of
individuals across time points appeared to negate the impact on the overall group mean.
Although the paired t-tests suggest that the group means generally did not differ, it appeared
that many individuals did in fact change across timepoints, and the subsequent regression
analyses assessed if individual changes in independent variables (workplace stress) occurred
in concert with changes with the dependent variables (physiology).
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Table 1
Comparison of job demands, job resources, empathy, self-efficacy, and physiological indices
between summer and winter periods
Summer
M (SD)
CAR (µg/dL)
0.31 (0.47)
sAA-AR (U/ml)
-8.45 (46.21)
sIgA (µg/ml)
373.02 (159.90)
Job Demands
78.17 (16.18)
Job Resources
71.83 (15.97)
Empathy
21.04 (2.57)
Self-efficacy
12.74 (1.74)
Note. *p < .05, **p < .001

Winter
M (SD)
0.15 (0.39)
-19.70 (41.95)
284.69 (122.74)
74.57 (15.37)
65.69 (15.22)
20.70 (3.13)
13.04 (2.14)

p
.153
.205
.026
.134
.001
.612
.284

Result
d
0.05
0.26
0.62
0.23
0.39
0.12
0.16

r
.30
.57*
.24
.75**
.89**
.36
.79**

3.2. Assessing associations between change scores
The results from the Pearson correlation analyses (Table 2) showed that changes in
job demands were not related to changes in any other variables. Increases in job resources
were marginally associated with decreases in the CAR (p = .055). Increases in empathy were
also associated with decreases in the CAR. This suggests that as job resources and empathy
increased, the CAR decreased, which may be indicative of a more adaptive HPA response.
Finally, changes in the sAA-AR were positively related to changes in the CAR.
Table 2
Associations between change scores for each variable
1. Job
2
3
Demands
2. Job Resources
.28
3. Self-efficacy
.13
.38
4. Empathy
.18
.40
.35
5. CAR
-.14
-.41
-.19
6. sAA-AR
-.14
-.25
-.16
7. sIgA
.002
.14
.52*
Note. *p < .05

4

-.43*
-.11
-.05

5

.41*
-.08

6

-.03

3.3. Identifying constructs associated with the CAR, sAA-AR and sIgA
Hierarchical regressions (Tables 3, 4, and 5) were conducted to determine the
associations between job demands, job resources (step 2), empathy and self-efficacy (step 3)
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with the three physiological indicators (CAR, sAA-AR, sIgA) after controlling for adherence
to the saliva sampling procedure (step 1). Neither job demands, job resources, empathy or
self-efficacy were associated with the CAR, the sAA-AR, or sIgA at any step of the model.
Table 3
Hierarchical Regression of Age, Adherence, changes in Job Demands, Job Resources,
Empathy, Self-efficacy and the CAR
Final Step Summary
Predictor
Step 1
Adherence
Step 2
Job Demands
Job Resources
Step 3
Empathy
Self-efficacy

Step Summary

Beta

r

sr

-.24

-.28

-.22

.06
-.28

-.14
-.41

.05
-.24

-.30
.18

-.43
.12

-.26
.17

R 2Δ
.08

p
.195

.16

.163

.09

.364

Note. * p< .05, ** p < .01; R2Δ = R2 change

Table 4
Hierarchical Regression of Age, Adherence, changes in Job Demands, Job Resources,
Empathy, Self-efficacy and the sAA-AR
Final Step Summary
Step Summary
Predictor

Beta

r

Step 1
Adherence
.07
.03
Step 2
Job Demands
-.14
-.14
Job Resources
-.16
-.25
Step 3
Empathy
-.08
-.11
Self-efficacy
.23
.23
2
2
Note. * p< .05, ** p < .01; R Δ = R change

sr
.07
-.12
-.14
-.07
.22

R2Δ

p

.001

.903

.07

.504

.05

.621
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Table 5
Hierarchical Regression of Age, Adherence, changes in Job Demands, Job Resources,
Empathy, Self-efficacy and sIgA
Fina l Step Summary
Step Summary
Predictor
Beta
r
sr
R2Δ
p
Step 1
.02
.537
Adherence
-.12
-.14
-.11
Step 2
.02
.807
Job Demands
.04
.002
.03
Job Resources
.15
.14
.13
Step 3
.21
.813
Empathy
-.07
-.05
-.06
Self-efficacy
-.13
-.17
-.13
Note. * p< .05, ** p < .01; R2Δ = R2 change
3.4. Assessing if job resources, empathy, or self-efficacy moderate the relationship between
job demands and the physiological indicators
After controlling for other variables entered into the hierarchical regression, job
demands, job resources, or personal resources were not associated with any of the three
physiological indicators of stress. Therefore, in line with the hypotheses of the JD-R model,
the next step was to determine if the relationship between job demands and the physiological
indicators were present in a subset of the sample based on individual increases or decreases in
job resources, self-efficacy, and empathy. We ran a series of moderated regressions using the
PROCESS macro for SPSS [44] with bootstrapping (N = 5000) and adherence entered as a
covariate.
Changes in job resources did not moderate the relationship between changes in job
demands and sIgA concentrations, b = -.28, t = -.64, p = .532. Changes in empathy and selfefficacy also did not moderate the relationship between job demands and sIgA (b = 1.64, t =.79, p = .438; b = -2.72, t = -1.04, p = .311, respectively). The relationship between job
demands and the CAR was also not moderated by job resources, (b = -.002, t = -1.59, p =
.130), empathy (b = -.01, t = -1.82, p = .085), or self-efficacy (b = -.001, t = -.20, p = .845).
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Changes in self-efficacy did not moderate the relationship between job demands and
the sAA-AR, b = -.23, t = -.38, p = .707. However, changes in empathy did moderate the
relationship between job demands and the sAA-AR, b = -1.31, t = -3.48, p = .003. We used
the Johnson-Neyman technique to assesses for interactive moderation as unlike simple slopes
analysis, this allows the exact computation of conditions and boundary values of the regions
of significance. Specifically, the formula and data (i.e., not the researcher) defines the exact
point of separation between sub-groups after a significant interaction effect is identified [45].
The moderation analysis (Figure 1) indicated that those reporting increases in empathy (43%)
were buffered from the impact of increased job demands on the sAA-AR; as irrespective of
increases in job demands, those reporting increased empathy had lower sAA-AR at the
second timepoint (i.e., winter).

Figure 1. Associations between Job Demands and the sAA-AR for participants with reduced
or increased empathy across timepoints.
Note. Job demands and empathy were mean-centred and numbers on the x-axis refer to z-scores.
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Changes in job resources also moderated the relationship between changes in job
demands and the sAA-AR, b = .29, t = -3.87, p = .001. The Johnson-Neyman significance
regions (Figure 1) showed that those reporting increases in job resources (39%) were
buffered from the effect of higher job demands on the sAA-AR; as irrespective of increases
in job demands, the sAA-AR decreased at timepoint 2 (i.e., winter).

Figure 2. Associations between Job Demands and the sAA-AR for participants with
increased or reduced job resources across timepoints.
Note. Job resources and job demands were mean-centred and numbers on the x axis refer to z-scores.

As both empathy and job resources moderated the relationship between changes in job
demands and the sAA-AR, we assessed if one variable was redundant when included in the
larger model. We did not have the statistical power to assess for multiple moderation [44],
therefore, we added the empathy and job resources variables as covariates to the
corresponding models and can report that the interaction remained for both empathy (b = 1.39, t = -3.79, p = .001) and job resources (b = -.30, t = -3.80, p = .001). This suggests that
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neither variable was rendered redundant when concurrently assessed alongside job demands
and the sAA-AR.
4. Discussion
The present study tested the JD-R model with markers of the HPA axis, autonomic
nervous system, and mucosal immune system across two timepoints. Correlation analyses
revealed associations between both increased empathy and job resources with a reduced
CAR. Further, the moderation analyses suggest that both job resources and empathy
independently buffered the impact of increased job demands on the sAA-AR.
4.1. Job resources as a buffer of job demands
The current study found support for the JD-R model proposition that job resources
can buffer the effects of job demands on health. This is in line with previous studies that have
also found specific job resources buffer the impact of specific job demands on burnout and
self-reported health measures [10,11,46]. The current study extends these findings to
physiological measures of stress, by demonstrating that job resources buffer the impact of
increased job demands on the sAA-AR over time.
The protective role of job resources could be dependent on the type of job resources
assessed. In the present study the job resources considered were those that helped the
employees meet or reduce their current demands (i.e., autonomy, coaching, opportunities for
development, and technology) and those that helped employees cope with the negative effects
of job demands (i.e., social support, feedback, and stress management programs). This could
mean that some job resources make meeting job demands more efficient, therefore reducing
the level of sustained energy required to meet them. In comparison, other types of job
resources may allow employees to recover from stressful situations more efficiently. Indeed,
it has been suggested that different psychological processes may explain the roles of different
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job resources in buffering the impact of job demands [11]. These findings may be relevant to
organisations as different types of job resources may be more easily implemented into a
workplace depending on the occupation and organisation. By understanding how job
resources may protect employees against the negative consequences of job demands, it may
help employers more easily identify strategies they can implement to increase specific job
resources, and potentially reduce workplace stress and clinical states of ill-health.
4.2. Empathy as a buffer of job demands
Empathy has not been considered within the context of the JD-R model previously.
However, in the current study, increased job demands were associated with an increased
sAA-AR for those reporting lower empathy, while this relationship was not present for those
reporting higher empathy. This suggests that empathy may be a protective factor against the
effects of workplace stress. This finding is consistent with research that has found increased
empathy is associated with decreased burnout [30].
The stress and coping model suggests that the physiological response to a stressor is
dependent on the emotional and cognitive appraisal of that stressor [47]; this model may help
to explain the protective role of empathy. In an experimental study, the experience of a
negative (threat) emotion explained the relationship between a psychological stressor and
cardiovascular responses [47]. This suggests that the experience of negative emotions may
play a role in an individual’s physiological response to a stressor. The current study assessed
empathetic concern, which differs from emotional contagion as empathic concern does not
involve experiencing the typically negative emotions of another person, but rather, the otherorientated emotions of sympathy and compassion for someone in need. Theoretically, this
could mean that direct-care workers higher in empathic concern are less likely to experience
negative emotions when confronted with job demands. Rather, they may be pre-disposed to
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experience more positive emotions such as feelings of nurturing or a desire to help when
confronted with particular job demands and are therefore less vulnerable to the stressor.
4.3. The sAA-AR and workplace stress
The current study did not find any association between job demands and the CAR or
sIgA; however, it did find that increased job demands were associated with an increased
sAA-AR (for those employees low in job resources and empathy). This finding adds to the
small, but growing literature of the sAA-AR. Much of the research has focused on burned out
samples [6, 36] or PTSD [37] and is not consistent, with burnout associated with a flattened
sAA-AR [6,18], and PTSD with an increase in sAA-AR [48]. Additionally, a study of dairy
farmers [5] showed no relationship between workplace stress and the sAA-AR. We speculate
that our sample were not burned out, and the self-reported work stress surveys and the group
profile of the sAA-AR supports this premise, but without self-reports of burnout, this
conclusion is limited.
4.4. Strengths and limitations
The current study adds to our understanding of the mechanisms that underlie the
relationship between workplace stress and physiological indicators of stress and ill-health.
Both empathy and job resources were found to buffer the effects of job demands on the sAAAR over time. However, given research into the sAA-AR is still in its infancy, it is not
possible to conclude that the decrease in the sAA-AR reported by those higher in job
resources and empathy is indicative of an adaptive autonomic response and in turn, better
health. A strength of this study is the prospective design, which assessed multiple
physiological indicators of stress and ill-health, however like much of the cross-sectional
work in this area, the small sample impacts the ability to generalise our findings. Our findings
add to the one other prospective study assessing the JD-R model with measures associated
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with the physiological stress response [6] but there is still a need for more research
concurrently assessing both psychological and physiological components of the stress
response [24]. In addition, the current findings highlight the importance of more research into
personal resources which have received less empirical attention compared with other
components within the JD-R model.
5. Conclusions
Empathy and job resources were found to independently buffer the effects of job
demands on the sAA-AR over time. Specifically, for those with low job resources and
empathy, increased job demands were associated with an increased sAA-AR. Whereas, for
those high in job resources and empathy, irrespective of the increase in job demands, the
sAA-AR decreased. The current study adds support to the propositions of the JD-R model
and extend these to physiological indicators of stress and ill-health. These findings may be of
particular interest to employers seeking strategies to improve the wellbeing of their workers.
Given that many job demands are integral components of the work environment,
reducing these demands presents as a serious challenge for employers. Implementing
strategies that seek to alter the potentially more malleable aspects of job and personal
resources, however, may be more manageable for the employer while still delivering reduced
stress and improved health dividends to both employer and employee.
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6.2. Chapter Summary
This section presented the final empirical paper of this thesis, which tested the JDR model with physiological indicators of stress and ill-health. It also explored the
buffering effects of job resources, empathy, and self-efficacy on the relationship between
increased job demands and the physiological indices of stress. Correlational analyses
showed a relationship between increased empathy and job resources and a decreased
CAR. No direct association was found between job demands and the CAR, sAA-AR, or
sIgA. However, when job resources and personal resources were considered as
moderators, the findings show that both increased job resources and increased empathy
independently buffer the effect of increased job demands on the sAA-AR.
This study has a number of theoretical and practical implications. Firstly, it is one
of only three studies that have considered the JD-R model with physiological indices.
Secondly, it demonstrates the role of empathy in the work stress to ill-health relationship,
which has rarely been considered before. Thirdly, because it is still unclear what an
increased or flattened sAA-AR indicates, the current study adds to this growing literature.
Finally, the findings suggest that increasing job resources and empathy may be useful
when developing interventions to target workplace stress.
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Chapter 7: Integrated Discussion
7.1. Chapter Overview
This chapter presents an integrated discussion of the findings of this thesis. It
begins by reviewing the overall aims and key findings. It then examines the significance
of these findings and the practical and theoretical implications in the context of past
research. The chapter will then outline the strengths and limitations of the thesis. This
section ends with suggestions for future research in this field.
7.2. Overview of Aims
The overall aims of this dissertation were to determine the effectiveness of
mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) and assess the relationships between workplace
stress, dispositional characteristics, and physiological indices of the stress response. The
systematic review with meta-analysis and focus groups were important preliminary
studies. The systematic review with meta-analysis aimed to synthesize the current
literature from employee samples to provide guidance for future investigations in terms of
which biological systems may be most impacted by MBIs. The ERI and JD-R model are
typically measured with their respective generic questionnaires and are therefore, at risk of
not capturing some of the unique demands, job resources, rewards, and personal
resources of particular occupations. Therefore, the focus groups aimed to assess the
components of each model with direct-care workers to help tailor the workplace stress
questionnaires to this group.
The majority of interventions implemented in the workplace involve group
sessions or large time commitments making it difficult for employees to commit to the
intervention. The intervention study aimed to determine if an online MBSR program
would still be effective in reducing workplace stress and improving adaptive
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physiological responding while controlling for active participation in the program. In
addition, we considered the short-term benefits of one-off mindfulness meditation
sessions on mood, state anxiety, and ANS activation (sAA concentrations).
Previous research of the relationship between workplace stress and ill-health has
predominantly relied on cross-sectional designs and has rarely considered the role of
intrinsic moderators. The final two studies, therefore, aimed to prospectively investigate
the relationship between workplace stress and physiological indicators of stress and illhealth, while considering potential moderators of this relationship as proposed by the JDR and ERI workplace stress models.
7.3. Overview of Findings
The systematic review with meta-analysis assessed the effectiveness of MBIs on
physiological indices of stress and ill-health in employee populations. Nine papers were
found to meet the inclusion criteria. The findings of the meta-analysis indicate the MBIs
were effective at increasing the high and low diurnal cortisol slopes, which is potentially
indicative of a more adaptive response from HPA axis.
The findings from the systematic review for cardiovascular measures were mixed,
with MBIs improving autonomic balance, as indicated by HRV coherence ratio measure
but showing little effects for BP measures. This may be due to floor effects, as the mean
baseline BP in both studies was within normal range, leaving little room for improvement.
Similarly, the effectiveness of MBIs on different immune markers was also mixed. An
increase in antibody titers in response to an influenza vaccine, indicating improved
immune reactivity was found following an MBI. However, markers of inflammation did
not change in response to MBIs except when BMI was entered as a covariate. The lack of
change seen in IL-6 is consistent with previous research (Black & Slavich, 2016). CRP
levels decreased for participants with a BMI score of less than 30 suggesting that an MBI
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may be useful for non-obese individuals. Finally, sAA also decreased following an MBI,
however only one study included this measure, so it is difficult to draw strong
conclusions. These findings when taken together suggest MBIs may be a promising
avenue for encouraging adaptive physiological responses.
The focus group study was used to identify unique demands, rewards, job
resources, and personal resources that direct-care workers experience in their workplace.
The job demands identified were funding insecurity, time pressure, hindrance demands,
poor systems, emotional engagement, and dealing with client crises. Clinical supervision,
social support, and progressive workplace resources were identified as job resources.
Professional behaviours, disposition (e.g. trait mindfulness and empathy), and self-care
were described as personal resources. Finally, the rewards identified by this group were
empowering change and satisfaction with work, recognition/feeling valued (from
managers, clients and the community), relationships, and financial rewards. From these
findings the two generic questionnaires for the ERI and JD-R model were slightly
modified to better capture the experience of direct-care workers for the later studies.
The third published study assessed the effectiveness of an online, 8-week, MBSR
program. To determine the short-term effects of the program, vigor, fatigue, state anxiety,
and sAA were measured immediately before and after a 30-minute mindfulness session in
weeks one, four, and seven. While controlling for active participation in the program,
state anxiety and fatigue decreased in all three weeks following the mindfulness
meditation sessions. Vigor and sAA concentration did not change. However, a more
pronounced decrease in sAA was seen in week seven compared to week one (marginally
significant), suggesting that continued engagement in an MBSR program may lead to
lowered sympathetic nervous system activity. More enduring effects of the program were
determined by assessing change from pre- to post-test of the complete 8 week program.
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Workplace stress (ERI) and perceived stress did not change from pre- to postintervention. However, trait mindfulness, optimism, and sIgA concentrations increased
and OC decreased by the end of the program. These findings may suggest that while
MBSR programs do not alter perceptions of workplace stress, they may be useful in
enhancing coping, which in turn could have an impact on health.
The final empirical studies assessed the relationship between changes in
workplace stress and physiological indices over two timepoints (summer and winter)
while considering the roles of dispositional characteristics within the two workplace stress
models (ERI and JDR). Workplace stress was not associated with changes in the CAR, the
sAA-AR, or sIgA in either study. However, increases in trait mindfulness were associated
with increases in sIgA. When the JD-R model was used to assess workplace stress, both
job resources and empathy were found to moderate the relationship between job demands
and the sAA-AR. Such that, despite an increase in job demands, the sAA-AR decreased in
those direct-care workers who also reported higher perceived job resources or higher
levels of empathy. These findings suggest that taking into consideration intrinsic
moderators when assessing workplace stress with either the ERI model or the JD-R model
can be useful in improving the understanding of the workplace-stress to ill-health
relationship.
7.4. Preliminary Steps
The systematic review and focus groups were important preliminary steps to this
doctoral research. Given the increasing popularity of MBIs, it was necessary to first
consider current research findings in the area to ensure that the gaps in the literature were
identified. Further, few studies have considered the workplace factors that are most
relevant to direct-care workers using qualitative approaches, despite it being
recommended that the JD-R model be tailored to the specific occupation under
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investigation (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007).
There is growing evidence for the efficacy of MBIs in terms of reducing
workplace stress, increasing job satisfaction, and improving wellbeing and health (Allen
et al., 2015; Irving, Dobkin, & Park, 2009; Lomas et al., 2017). More recently, research
incorporating measures of physiological indices of stress and ill-health have been assessed
when considering the effectiveness of these programs. However, the few reviews (Allen
et al., 2015; Hyland, Lee, & Mills, 2015) that have included a synthesis of these studies
consider indices of multiple biological systems together. Considerations of allostatic load
are important, but potentially collapsing several biological systems into a unidimensional
approach may be clouding the unique effects that MBIs have on discrete biological
systems. Therefore, there was a need to synthesize the current literature on the
effectiveness of MBIs on discrete biological systems. The systematic review and metaanalysis helped to address this gap in the literature.
The systematic review with meta-analysis highlights that MBIs may impact on
discrete biological systems differently with the HPA axis being the most affected. This is
consistent with evidence for the ISM and the Stress and Coping model, which suggest that
the specific emotions experienced in response to a stressor play a role in which biological
system is activated (Denson, Spanovic, & Miller, 2009). The findings of the systematic
review with meta-analysis are promising in terms of the effectiveness of these programs.
However, the smaller number of studies found to meet the inclusion criteria is indicative
that more research is needed to explore the impact MBIs have on the biological systems,
particularly the ANS and immune system.
Three key considerations for later stages of this doctoral research came from the
systematic review with meta-analysis. Firstly, of the reviewed studies, only one study had
considered sAA, a measure of ANS activity. Further, despite workplace stress being most
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strongly associated with sIgA in another recent meta-analysis (Eddy, Heckenberg,
Wertheim, Kent, & Wright, 2016), no studies had included this measure when assessing
the effectiveness of an MBI in reducing workplace stress. Secondly, while some studies in
the review had tried to alter the mindfulness program to be more suitable for the
workplace, only one study offered an online version of the program (Wolever et al.,
2012). Traditional MBIs require large time commitments and attendance at weekly group
sessions, which can make them difficult for organizations to implement. Online programs
may therefore have some advantages over these traditional programs. Thirdly, active
participation in the mindfulness programs was often not reported or measured. This is an
important consideration for future studies as it helps to determine if those who are
actively engaging with the program are seeing the most benefits. Based on these identified
gaps and the promising results of the systematic review, an online MBI was investigated
with the CAR, sAA-AR and sIgA while controlling for active participation.
Empirical research has demonstrated that a variety of workplace characteristics are
associated with workplace stress (for review see: Bakker, Demerouti, & Sanz-Vergel,
2014). Given the disparity in workplace environments, roles, and responsibilities, it is
necessary to determine the distinct factors that may be contributing to the experience of
workplace stress for the target population. Despite this, few studies have considered the
JD-R model and the ERI model using qualitative measures. The focus groups were an
ideal method to explore the components of the JD-R and ERI model with direct-care
workers, while allowing the content validity of their respective questionnaires to be
assessed. By considering the unique experience of the target population, adjustments
could be made to the questionnaires to ensure all relevant efforts, rewards, demands, job
resources, and personal resources for this employee group were captured.
The focus groups supported the content validity of the generic JD-R and ERI
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model questionnaires as many of the stressors, rewards, job resources, and personal
resources identified in the focus groups are echoed within these two models. However,
there were some distinct workplace factors identified, which confirms the need to conduct
this type of qualitative investigation. The unique job demand of ‘communication issues
across the organization’ is consistent with past research (King, King, Willis, Munt, &
Semmens, 2013). However, the ‘progressive workplace resources’ have not been
identified previously. While the personal resources of empathy, resilience, and
mindfulness are again consistent with past studies (van den Berg, 2013), the JD-R
questionnaire only includes two personal resources (self-efficacy and optimism). Finally,
the rewards included in the ERI model are limited to pay, esteem, and opportunity for
development and job security. These were echoed in the focus groups, however
additional rewards were also identified relating to work with clients and the community,
which may be unique to this particular employee group and location (being a rural
community).
Taken together, these findings highlight the importance of utilising qualitative
methods to investigate the applicability of workplace stress models to specific
occupations. As demonstrated by these results and previous research (Gellis, Kim, &
Hwang, 2004; Mathews, Stokes, Crea, & Grenyer, 2010), this may be particularly
important for more unique groups, such as those in rural settings or in less ‘mainstream’
employment. Furthermore, these unique themes were used to inform the development of
additional or modified items in both the JD-R and ERI questionnaires (while maintaining
internal consistency within subscales), which were subsequently used for the intervention
study and two empirical studies.
7.5. Mindfulness Meditation as an Intervention
As identified through the systematic review and meta-analysis and outlined above,
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previous research investigating the effectiveness of MBIs with physiological indicators
are sparse, although the findings from these investigations are promising. The intervention
study added to the growing body of empirical evidence while addressing some of the key
limitations of past studies.
The results demonstrate that with active participation, one-off mindfulness
meditation sessions can be useful in improving state anxiety and fatigue and therefore,
may lead to improvements in decision-making and job performance (LeBlanc, 2009;
Starcke & Brand, 2012). Employees who continue to practice mindfulness meditation
may also see less physiological reactivity in response to stressors, a response pattern
associated with improved morbidity (Chida & Steptoe, 2010). These findings in
conjunction with the benefits seen from following the full 8-week program demonstrate
that online MBSR programs may be effective at promoting more adaptive physiological
responding as well as coping in individuals experiencing high workplace stress.
Higher trait mindfulness is associated with lower rumination (Raes & Williams,
2010) and may help to explain the improvements seen following the MBSR program. It
has been argued that rumination results in increased risk of ill-health through prolonged
re-exposure to the initial stressor (Brosschot, Gerin, & Thayer, 2006). It is also linked
with poorer coping strategies (Hong, 2007). Employees high in OC may experience
higher levels of rumination as OC is characterised by an inability to “let go” of workrelated stressors. This in turn could lead to poorer coping strategies. In the current study,
trait mindfulness increased, while OC decreased following the MBSR program. Although
speculative, the increase in trait mindfulness may have helped to reduce the rumination on
stressors experienced throughout the workday, resulting in increased positive affect,
including reduced anxiety and increased optimism and better coping.
In addition, increased levels of rumination are associated with changes in immune
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markers (Brosschot et al., 2006). Specifically, higher rumination was associated with
lower sIgA concentrations for medical students during an exam period (Afrisham et al.,
2016). Increased trait mindfulness was associated with increased sIgA in both the
intervention study and the prospective study assessing the ERI model. Therefore,
increased trait mindfulness may result in less rumination, and in turn buffer against the
negative effects of workplace stress on mucosal immunity as there is reduced re-exposure
to the initial stressor.
Traditional MBIs require large time commitments on the behalf of the participants
due to the use of group sessions and long, daily meditation sessions. This means that
despite the effectiveness of these programs (Allen et al., 2015; Lomas et al., 2017), they
may not be conducive to the workplace. Employees already reporting high levels of
workplace stress are often experiencing high workloads and time pressures and therefore,
may find it difficult to commit to such programs. The MBSR program implemented in the
current research project was conducted online and also offered shorter formal meditation
sessions (30 minutes compared to 45 to 60 minutes). By considering both the short-term
and more enduring effects of the program concurrently, this study helped to highlight the
benefits of both engaging in a full 8-week program as well as one-off mindfulness
sessions. This has practical implications as it demonstrates that the benefits of MBIs are
not limited to the completion of a full 8-week, group intervention. Thus, the online
versions or stand-alone mindfulness sessions, could be an effective alternative for
organizations looking for a more easily implemented program that could potentially reach
more of their employee-base. Future studies should look to confirm this by comparing
traditional programs with online programs.
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7.6. Identifying Moderators of the Relationship between Workplace Stress and
Adverse Physiological Reactivity
The final two empirical studies explored the associations between workplace
stress, dispositional characteristics, and physiological indicators of stress and ill-health.
These two studies make a unique contribution to the field. While the ERI model has a
growing body of evidence demonstrating the association between ERI and physiological
indicators of stress and ill-health (Eddy et al., 2016; Eddy, Wertheim, Hale, & Wright,
2018a; Eddy, Wertheim, Kingsley, & Wright, 2017), the JD-R model is only just
beginning to be assessed with these measures (Eddy, Wertheim, Hale, & Wright, 2019;
Landolt et al., 2019). In addition, the majority of studies assessing these relationships
have used a cross-sectional design, while the current research implemented a prospective
design providing a more rigorous analysis of these relationships.
Continued activation of the HPA axis, the ANS, and immune system have been
linked to the development of illness (Ganster & Rosen, 2013; Kudielka & Wüst, 2010;
Rozanski, Blumenthal, & Kaplan, 2016). This research adds to our understanding of how
workplace stress affects these systems by considering change across two timepoints.
Although this is not enough to infer causation, few studies have used a longitudinal
approach. Therefore, these studies add to both the ERI and JD-R literature by providing a
more rigorous analysis of these associations. While the current research did not find a
direct association between workplace stress and the HPA axis, ANS, or the immune
system, it did highlight the role intrinsic moderators may have in this relationship.
Moreover, this is one of the first studies to consider the JD-R model and physiological
indicators. The partial support found for the health impairment hypothesis of the JD-R
model, provides a promising foundation for future research to continue exploring these
relationships.
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Two of the physiological measures included in this doctoral research, the sAA-AR
and sIgA have rarely been considered when assessing workplace stress. Two crosssectional studies (Bathman, Almond, Hazi, & Wright, 2013; Wright, 2011) have shown
that sIgA is associated with workplace stress; however, the current study is not consistent
with these two previous findings, with the role of intrinsic factors important moderators of
this association. The use of two timepoints does add to the line of research. It further
demonstrates the relationship between trait mindfulness and sIgA, which may be an
important consideration for future studies.
In the current study, an increased sAA-AR was associated with increased job
demands, whereas previous research has found a flattened sAA-AR to be associated with
burnout (Katz, Greenberg, Jennings, & Klein, 2016; Landolt et al., 2019) and higher
levels of OC (Eddy, Wertheim, Hale, & Wright, 2018b). Other studies (Eddy et al., 2019),
including the current research when ERI was used to assess workplace stress have not
found an association between workplace stress and the sAA-AR. Given that the HPA axis
and ANS are inter-related (Nater, Rohleder, Schlotz, Ehlert, & Kirschbaum, 2007), it is
possible that the sAA-AR shows a similar profile to the CAR, with an increased response
related to job stress and a flattened response indicative of burnout. As research into the
sAA-AR is still in its infancy, however, it is still unclear what an altered sAA-AR may
indicate. The current study does add to this growing body of literature and encourages
further research using this measure.
7.7. Does Affect Carry the Effect?
The role of intrinsic moderators has been considered within both the JD-R and
ERI models. In the current doctoral research, higher job resources and empathy appeared
to buffer the effect of increased workplace stress on the ANS, showing a negative
relationship between the sAA-AR and increased job demands. Similarly, increased trait
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mindfulness was associated with increased mucosal immunity. These findings are
consistent to another prospective study, which showed reduced professional efficacy
explained a significant portion of the relationship between the JD-R ratio and the sAA-AR
in a high stress period (Landolt et al., 2019). These findings demonstrate that intrinsic
moderators such as empathy and mindfulness may be useful additions to both the ERI and
JD-R models.
This protective role could be explained by the Stress and Coping model (Folkman,
Lazarus, Dunkel-Schetter, DeLongis, & Gruen, 1986). In an experimental study, the
experience of a negative (threat) emotion explained the relationship between a
psychological stressor and cardiovascular responses (Feldman, Cohen, Hamrick, &
Lepore, 2004). Self-evaluative threat emotions such as shame have also been linked with
increased HPA activation (Dickerson, Gruenewald, & Kemeny, 2004). This suggests that
the experience of negative emotions may play a role in an individual’s physiological
response to a stressor. Both trait mindfulness and empathy could be promoting less
negative emotional responses when a person experiences a stressor.
Increased mindfulness is associated with more neutral responses to a stimulus
(Allen, Henderson, Mancini, & French, 2017; Creswell & Lindsay, 2014). By definition,
trait mindfulness involves perceiving the environment and mental processes with
acceptance and without judgement. This kind of adaptive, neutral processing may result in
less automatic, negative emotional responses to a stressor. Indeed, research has shown
that higher levels of trait mindfulness were associated with lower negative affect in
response to an acute stressor (Brown, Weinstein, & Creswell, 2012).
Affect may also play a role in the buffering effect of empathy on increased job
demands and the sAA-AR. In the current study empathetic concern was assessed. This is
an important distinction to make as it differs from emotional contagion, which is often
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associated with compassion fatigue, secondary trauma and burnout (Zeidner, Hadar,
Matthews, & Roberts, 2013). Empathic concern does not involve experiencing the
typically, negative emotions of another person, unlike emotional contagion. Instead,
empathic concern is characterised by the other-orientated emotions of sympathy and
compassion for someone in need. Therefore, this could mean employees high in empathic
concern are pre-disposed to experience more positive emotions such as feelings of
nurturing or a desire to help when confronted with particular job demands. This in turn
could lead them to being less vulnerable to the stressor. Given the person-centred nature
of direct-care work this may be particularly important for those working in this field.
Throughout this doctoral research intrinsic moderators such as empathy and trait
mindfulness have been identified as potential protective factors against the effects of
workplace stress on dysregulated physiological responding. Future research is needed to
determine if affect may help to explain the protective role of these dispositional
characteristics.
7.8. Strengths and Limitations
The conclusions drawn from this doctoral research are not without limitations.
Firstly, due to the systematic review with meta-analysis being based on a modest number
of included studies, no analyses could be conducted to determine if factors such as age,
gender, or length of intervention moderated the effects of the MBIs. In addition, few
studies included a follow-up measurement and therefore, it is unclear how enduring the
effects of the MBIs are. This was also a limitation of the intervention study included in
this thesis. Follow up timepoints assessing if changes in OC, optimism, trait mindfulness,
and mucosal immunity persisted after completion of the program were beyond the scope
of this research, but others are encouraged to explore this avenue of enquiry.
The series of original studies included in this doctoral research may be limited in
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terms of generalisability given that participants were recruited from a rural area. Regional
employees have been shown to experience different stressors when compared to
employees from more urban areas (Gellis et al., 2004; Mathews et al., 2010). However,
rural and regional employees are less studied compared to those working in urban areas;
therefore, these studies help to add to this area of research.
In the prospective studies, more timepoints are needed to infer causation.
However, the inclusion of two timepoints still provided a more in-depth exploration of the
associations between workplace stress and the physiological indices of stress and illhealth than what has been conducted previously. The small sample size of these two
studies may have resulted in some of the analyses being underpowered. However,
significant findings were still obtained in both of these studies, which speaks to the
magnitude of the effect sizes. The current findings could act as a ‘proof of concept’, given
these studies are among the first to use a prospective design, to assess the associations
between the JD-R model and physiological indicators of stress, and to determine the role
of intrinsic moderators such as trait mindfulness and empathy.
Notwithstanding the above limitations, several strengths were also prominent in
these series of studies. The quantitative studies were informed by the preliminary steps of
the systematic review and focus groups. Unlike the majority of previous studies,
qualitative methods were used to help tailor both the ERI and JD-R models. This ensured
a more accurate representation of the experience of the employee group of interest, rather
than a “laundry list” of job demands and resources that are typically based on the
researchers’ own assumptions (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007).
The intervention study demonstrated that an online program is effective at
improving aspects of coping and physiological responding. It also assessed the short-term
effects of single mindfulness meditation sessions in conjunction with the overall program.
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This allowed for the investigation into the acute effects of mindfulness meditation as well
as exploration into how these benefits can be enhanced with continued practice. The
current study also controlled for active participation, which is something that is often
overlooked in earlier studies.
Finally, the series of studies included within this thesis have applicability at both
an industry and theoretical level. These studies addressed many gaps in the workplace
stress literature. Firstly, only two previous studies have assessed the JD-R model with
physiological indices (Eddy et al., 2019; Landolt et al., 2019). The current study adds to
this important body of literature. Determining how job demands may relate to
physiological indices helps improve understanding of the underlying mechanisms
involved in the stress-ill-health relationship. Finally, exploring what role intrinsic
moderators have within the ERI and JD-R models could lead to enhanced understanding
of how individual characteristics can protect an employee against workplace stress and
ensuing ill-health.
Many job demands and efforts are integral to an employee’s work and therefore
can be challenging to change. The current findings demonstrate that job resources and
dispositional characteristics (trait mindfulness and empathy) may play a protective role
within the stress-ill-health relationship. These aspects of work could also be more easily
targeted with intervention. Therefore, the results from the original studies are also
applicable to industry as they not only provide evidence for a cost-effective and easily
implemented intervention, but they also identify other areas that could be targeted to
promote employee health and wellbeing.
7.9. Future Directions
This dissertation aimed to determine the effectiveness of mindfulness-based
interventions (MBIs) and assess the relationships between workplace stress, dispositional
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characteristics, and physiological indices of the stress response. In meeting these aims,
several directions for future research were also identified.
The systematic review with meta-analysis demonstrated that MBIs may have a
distinct effect on independent biological systems. However, given the smaller number of
studies found to meet the inclusion criteria, more empirical evidence is required to better
explore the impact of MBIs on physiological indicators of stress and ill-health.
Future research should continue to explore the effectiveness of online MBIs and to
compare these with more traditional programs. Given that active participation in the
program may be related to increased positive benefits, future studies should consider ways
they can encourage participants to engage with the program. While the current study also
demonstrated that one-off mindfulness sessions can show improvements in state anxiety
and fatigue, it would be useful to determine how many sessions per week are needed to
see improvements in the more enduring outcomes (e.g. overcommitment, optimism and
mucosal immunity).
In the prospective studies intrinsic moderators were identified that may help to
buffer the relationship between increased workplace stress and dysregulated physiological
responding. Understanding the role of a broader array of intrinsic moderators may help to
inform the best theoretical pathways between workplace stress and ill-health.
The results of this research highlight that there may be individual differences that
help to explain why certain people are more or less susceptible to the effects of stress. It
would appear that affect may play a key role in understanding this relationship. Going
forward, measures of affect should be included when exploring the stress-ill-health
relationship, particularly when considering potential moderators of this relationship.
7.10. Summary and Conclusions
Direct-care workers are at an increased risk of workplace stress due to the people-
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centred nature of their work (Dollard, Winefeld, & Winefeld, 2003; Maslach & Jackson,
1981) and as such also at an increased risk of the ill-health that is associated with this
increased workplace stress. It is important, then, to determine the effectiveness of
potential intverventions and further our understanding of the stress-ill-health relationship.
This dissertation demonstrates the effectiveness of mindfulness-based interventions
(MBIs). It also highlighted that trait mindfulness, empathy, and job resources could be
protective factors in buffering the effects of workplace stress on physiological indicators
of stress and ill-health. Through systematic review and empirical investigation, the results
show that MBIs may not necessarily improve perceptions of job stress, but may improve
coping which leads to desirable changes in physiological markers of stress and/or illhealth.
7.11. Chapter Summary
This chapter presented an integrated discussion of the findings of this thesis. The
overall aim of this dissertation was to determine the effectiveness of MBIs and assess the
relationships between workplace stress, dispositional characteristics, and physiological
indices of the stress response. The preliminary steps undertaken for this research were not
only necessary to inform later stages of the doctoral research but also added the current
body of literature. They identified the impact of MBIs on unique biological systems and
identified key workplace characteristics of direct-care workers not currently assessed in
either the ERI or JD-R models. The findings demonstrate that dispositional
characteristics, namely trait mindfulness, and empathy could have a key role in buffering
the negative effects of workplace stress on ill-health. MBIs were also shown to be a
promising avenue for encouraging more adaptive physiological and psychological
responses in employees. These findings have both practical and theoretical implications.
Firstly, they show MBIs, particularly online programs could be a viable option in
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organizations where perceptions of job demands are not easily altered. Secondly, they add
to current understanding of the mechanisms underlying the workplace stress-ill-health
relationship by highlighting the role of dispositional characteristics. Finally, these results
highlight key areas for future investigations, including whether affect and coping can help
to explain the positive benefits seen from increased trait mindfulness and empathy.
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abstract
Objective: Despite considerable research into associations between the effort reward imbalance (ERI) model and
various health outcomes over the past 20 years, the underlying mechanisms responsible for the association remain unclear. Recently, ERI investigations have examined associations with immune sub-systems (e.g., leukocytes, cytokines and immunoglobulins). Synthesis of the amalgamated research evidence will aid clarity to this
ﬁeld of enquiry. We conducted a meta-analysis and reviewed the associations of ERI and over-commitment
(OC) in the workplace with immunity.
Method: Electronic databases were searched with the phrase ‘effort reward imbalance’ which initially yielded 319
studies leading to 57 full text studies being screened. Seven studies that met inclusion criteria were combined
using mixed and random effects models.
Results: Greater ERI was associated with lower immunity (r = −0.09, CI −0.14, −0.05, p b 0.001). Sub-group
analyses revealed the effect with mucosal immunity was stronger (r = −0.33, CI −0.47 to −0.18) than trends
between both cytokine (r = −0.04, CI −0.07, −0.01) and leukocyte sub-groups (r = −0.02 CI −0.04, 0.01) respectively (k = 7, N = 9952). Over-commitment was also associated with lower immunity (r = −0.05, CI
−0.09, 0.01, p = 0.014); subgroup (leukocytes, cytokines, mucosal immunity) associations, however, were homogenous (Q = 1.83, df = 2, p = 0.400, k = 6, N = 2358).
Conclusions: Greater ERI and OC were both associated with lower immunity. The association between mucosal
immunity and ERI was stronger than the cytokine and leukocyte sub-groups. OC moderated the relationship between ERI and immunity.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The effort reward imbalance (ERI) workplace stress model [1] has
substantive predictive associations with behavioural outcomes (such
as absenteeism, smoking, alcohol) [2], depression [3,4], cardiovascular
disease [4], and self-reported health [2,5]. Despite over 20 years of
assessing the ERI model with health outcomes, the mechanisms by
which ERI relates to manifest ill-health are poorly understood. In recent
years, growing emphasis has been accorded to studies of the ERI model
with physiological indicators of ill-health, including immune markers.
Abbreviations: CD4, T-helper cells; CRP, c-reactive protein; ERI, effort reward
imbalance; IFN, interferon; IL, interleukin; NKC, natural killer cell; NKCC, natural killer
cell cytotoxicity; OC, over commitment; sIgA, salivary immunoglobulin A; TNF, tumour
necrosis factor; HDL, High Density Lipoproteins; LDL, Low Density Lipoproteins; PSS,
Perceived Stress Scale.
☆ Source of funding: None to declare
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: b.wright@latrobe.edu.au (B.J. Wright).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpsychores.2016.10.003
0022-3999/© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

This paper will review and synthesise the evidence examining theassociation between ERI model elements and immunity.
The ERI model is based on the concept of social reciprocity where
perceived efforts at work should confer adequate rewards [1]. Perceived
efforts refer to the physical, emotional and psychological demands of
the work one does. The rewards component refers to money, esteem,
and promotion prospects/job security. The imbalance between effort
and reward is expressed as a ratio with higher ERI scores representing
an imbalance between a worker's perceived efforts and rewards,
which is theorised to increase risk of ill-health outcomes [6]. A further
component, over-commitment (OC), is a cognitive style/disposition
that refers to the worker's inability to withdraw from work.
The model is set around 3 main hypotheses. The ﬁrst suggests that
all three components of the model (efforts, rewards and OC) will be individually associated with the health outcome. Secondly, the ERI ratio,
or efforts compared to rewards, is expected to better predict outcomes
than either efforts or rewards alone. And thirdly, OC is expected to moderate the association between ERI and ill-health outcomes [7]. Hypotheses two and three of the ERI model will be the focus of this meta-
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analysis as they have received the most attention empirically and, are
considered to have stronger associationswith ill-health than hypothesis
1 [8].
TheOC component ofthe ERI model hasevolvedovertime.Originally referred to as ‘need for control’ and depicted as a work-related Type A
behaviour, it reﬂected two factors, vigor and immersion (consisting of:
need for approval, competitiveness, disproportionate irritability and inabilityto withdraw from work). Subsequent research found thatthe ‘inability to withdraw from work’ component was the primary factor
followed by disproportionate irritability, OC was subsequently reconceptualised to reﬂect this. The evolution of OC involves the factor
now being considered anindependent conceptalongsideefforts and rewards [2].
Meta-analytic associations between chronic stress and immune
markers have shown the potential of chronic stress to affect the
ﬂexibility and balance within the immune system. These effects may
contribute to ill-health outcomes and warrant greater empirical consideration. Herbert and Cohen's [9] meta-analysis of stress and immunity
included long-term naturalistic stressors (k = 8, N = 1289) and found
a negative association with number of circulating lymphocytes (Bcells r = −0.33 p b 0.001, T-cells r = −0.40 p b 0.001, T helper cells
r = −0.24 p b 0.01, T cytotoxic cells r = −0.67 p b 0.001), lymphocyte
proliferation to both concanavalinA (r = −0.19, p b 0.01) and phytohemagglutinin (r = −0.25, p b 0.001), whereas a positive relationship was
observed with the helper: suppressor ratio (r = 0.17 p b 0.01).
Segerstrom and Miller's [10] meta-analysis of stress and immunity
also included chronic stress and they report that chronic stress (dementia caregiver, unemployment or living with a handicap) was negatively
associated with both speciﬁc and innate immunity equally across genders. Their meta-analysis of chronic stress studies (k = 31, N = 9075),
included leukocyte subset counts ranging from natural killer cells
r = −0.14 to neutrophils r = 0.36 and leukocyte subset percentages
ranging from T lymphocytes r = −0.03 to monocytes r = 0.08. Surprisingly, despite the overall association attained from the meta-analysis of
all measures with chronic stress states, none of the individual measures
in isolation, were signiﬁcantly associated with chronic stress.
Segerstrom and Miller [10] did not assess sex as a moderator of the
chronic stress–immunity relationship but they did recommend these
analyses in future studies. Consistent with Herbert and Cohen's [9]
meta-analysis, no study assessed the relationship of innate immunoglobulins with chronic stress. However, speciﬁc immunoglobulins in
the form of antibody to herpes simplex 1 and antibody to inﬂuenza
after vaccination were included and had medium (r = 0.44 p = 0.17)
and small (r = −0.22 p = 0.001) relationships respectively with chronic stress. In addition to the inﬂuenza antibody, other immune measures
that were included and signiﬁcantly associated with chronic stress were
natural killer cell cytotoxicity (r = −0.12, p = 0.04), lymphocyte proliferation to concanavalin A (r = −0.13, p = 0.02), lymphocyte proliferation to phytohemagglutinin (r = −0.16, p = 0.004) and interleukin 2
(IL-2) (r = −0.21, p = 0.001).
While these meta-analyses [9,10] advance the ﬁeld by identifying
associations between acute, distant, and chronic forms of stress with
sub-groups of immune and inﬂammatory markers, they collapsed diverse stress states such as bereavement, unemployment, and caregiving
into a single category of ‘chronic stress’. More recently, Nakata's [11]
systematic review (N = 56) of various psychosocial job stress measures
(high job demands, low job control, high job strain, job dissatisfaction,
high ERI, OC, burnout, unemployment, organisational downsizing and
economic recession) and immune parameters (blood, urine and saliva)
found job stress exposure measurably decreased natural killer cell activity, natural killer cell numbers, T cell subsets and CD4 +/CD8 + ratios
and increased inﬂammatory markers when exposed to job stress. Building on this approach of speciﬁcally assessing the effects of occupational
stress upon immunity, we aimed to sharpen the focus and precision of
such research by assessing indicators of immunity in the speciﬁc context of chronic work stress as assessed by the ERI model. Although the

use of prospective research designs have demonstrated an association
between ERI and various health outcomes [2], the underlying mechanisms responsible for this association remain unclear. Workplace
models such as the ERI can identify the situational and individual antecedents to reduced immunity. Advances in this area may help identify
precursors of ill-health and promote evidence based intervention [2].
We will nonetheless compare the ﬁndings from the investigations of
chronic states and immunity in the ERI literature with the chronic stress
and immunity studies reported in the Herbert and Cohen [9] and
Segerstrom and Miller [10] meta-analyses.
The aim of this meta-analysis is to summarise and clarify what is currently understood regarding ERI and OC and its association upon immunity, speciﬁcally focussing on hypotheses two and three of the ERI
model. We will identify which physiological indices of the immune system have the strongest association with ERI and OC and additionally, assess if associations with ERI and OC are better explained according to
sub-groups or singular indicators within the immune system. Finally,
as ERI and OC relate to perceived external and internal factors respectively, we will assess if ERI and OC differ in their strength of association
with these immune markers, and if either OC or sex moderates the link
between ERI and the immune indices.
2. Methods
2.1. Procedure
Study selection was based on the PRISMA guidelines [12]. The followingdatabaseswere used to search for potentialstudiesfor inclusion:
PsychINFO (319 articles identiﬁed), MEDLINE 1996 – (OVID) (530 articles identiﬁed), PubMed (372 articles identiﬁed), PsychARTICLES (28
articles identiﬁed), ProQuest Psychology Journals (151 articles identiﬁed), JSTOR (209 articles identiﬁed), Science Direct (514 articles identiﬁed) and Google Scholar (117 articles identiﬁed). Studies incorporating
the ERI model were identiﬁed using the phrase ‘effort* reward* imbalance*’. Duplicates were identiﬁed and removed to allow abstracts to
be screened in accordance with exclusion criteria (Table 1). Exclusion
criteria are listed in order of priority whereby a single failed exclusion
criterion is sufﬁcient for a study to be excluded, eliminating the need
for subsequent criteria to be considered. A ﬁnal search was conducted
in May 2016 toensure research published since the initial searchwas included if eligible (5 articles identiﬁed, 1 eligible).
Full text articles were obtained and screened for eligibility, and the
reference list of included articles were then checked for any additional
studies that met the search criteria (13 articles identiﬁed). Studies
that only reported effect sizes for response to acute stress and could
not provide chronic stress or baseline responses were excluded. For
studies that did not report a measure of effect, or information to

Table 1
Exclusion criteria for study inclusion in meta-analysis.
Exclusion criteria
1. The study was not available in English
2. The study contains no original data
3. The study did not utilise the ERI model
4. The study did not measure the ERI ratio of the ERI model.
5. The study did not include a physiological indicator of immune system functioning as an outcome measure of effect
6. The study could only provide a measure of effect in response to acute stress
7. The study did not provide an effect size measure and the corresponding
author of the study could not provide the requested effect size measure or
information allowing its calculation
8. The study was not published in a peer reviewed journal
9. The study could not be retrieved
10. The study discusses purely descriptive, theoretical or psychometric matters on
the ERI model
11. The paper is a presentation, personal communications, unpublished paper or
dissertation.
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calculate an effect size (r), the listed corresponding author/s were
contacted via email and asked to supply the additional information. If
the requested information was not supplied or was unavailable, the
study was excluded from the meta-analysis. Based on this process
seven studies were included in the ﬁnal review (Fig. 1).
Using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis software (version 3) [13], this
meta-analysis proceeded in two phases: ﬁrst, effect sizes were computed for each study. Second effect sizes from individual studies were combined to produce an aggregate effect size for each immune subgroup of

3

interest. We used the effect size r as the standard metric in this metaanalysis. Effect sizes for individual studies were either retrieved from
the original article, calculated from information within the article, converted based on information from the original article or requested from
the listed corresponding author. In order to allow an aggregate r to be
calculated for all immune indices, it was necessary to state a priori
which direction of effect was most likely to be indicative of a relationship between the immune marker and chronic stress as some immune
indices are expected to decrease in response to chronic stress whereas

Fig. 1. Flow chart outlining study selection process.
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others are expected to increase. As the majority of indices were expected to reduce in response to chronic stress (i.e., leukocyte and speciﬁc cytokines responses and mucosal immunity counts and percentages) (see
reviews 8, 9), we reversed the direction of association of those indices
where positive associations are associated with chronic stress (i.e., the
cytokinesIL-2, IL-6, IL-10, TNF), and theacute-phase protein, C-reactive
protein (CRP), which is seen as a marker for innate immune activation
and inﬂammation; see [14]. Effect sizes from the individual studies
were then combined using mixed and random-effects models.
3. Results
The ERI, and OC to immune marker comparisons, were in papers
published between 2009 and 2015, and all employed cross sectional designs (Table 2). Some of the papers included covariates in their analyses
and where possible an r effect size was computed (Table 2). The ﬁndings
show that many researchers statistically controlled for some factors
(e.g., age, gender, smoking, alcohol, BMI, occupation, sleep, triglycerides,
etc.) whereas others controlled for factors such as neuroendocrine

disorders, medication use and diabetes by selectively excluding some
participantsto provide a more homogenoussample. The physiological
indicators of the immune system were grouped into three over-arching
categories; cytokines including CRP, leukocyte number, and mucosal
immunity markers and a meta-analysis including sub-group analysis
was conducted for both the ERI (Fig. 2) and OC (Fig. 3) components of
the ERI model.
Figs. 2 and 3 show r effect size statistics for each study. The 25 comparisons between ERI withimmune markers indicatethat increased ERI
is commensurate with reduced immunity, r = − 0.09 (CI − 0.14,
−0.05), Z = 4.04, p b 0.001 (Fig. 2). The Q-statistic calculates if the studies in the meta-analysis share the same effect size. The Q-statistic in the
current study was 59.65 and, as this is not equal to the expected value of
Q (the 24 degrees of freedom) p b 0.01, this suggests moderate heterogeneity [22] and points to the need for sub-group analysis. We conducted individual immune sub-group heterogeneity analyses and can report
that the effect size was homogenous in sub-groups, suggesting that the
moderate heterogeneity in effect size seen in the overall sample of studiesislikelyduetodifferingmeasuresoftheimmunesystem.Publication

Table 2
Characteristics of studies used in the meta-analysis.
Paper

Outcome

Speciﬁc
comparison

Covariates
r

Covariate

Key ﬁndings

Bellingrath et al.
[15]
104 ♀
White collar
ERI ✕
Bellingrath et al.
[16]
21 ♂, 34 ♀
White collar
ERI Δ
OC Δ
Nakata et al.
[17]
190 ♂
157 ♀
White collar
ERI Δ
OC Δ
Wright [18]
43 ♂, 55 ♀
Pink collar
ERI ✓
OC ✕
Almadi et al.
[19]

C-reactive protein
(blood), TNF
(blood)

ERI
continuous

0.240
(CRP)
−0.050
(TNF)

Age

The association between ERI and C-reactive
protein (r = 0.077) increased after being
adjusted for age.

TNF, IFN, CD4, NKC,
IL-2, IL-4, IL-6,
IL-10, TNF:IL-10,
IL-6:IL-10

ERI
continuous
OC
continuous

N/A

Gender, phase of menstrual cycle, age, depression score.

High ERI most associated with greater TNF, IL-6,
IL-6:IL-10 ratio and lower IL-4.
High OC most associated with lower CD4 cells
and Natural killer cells, and greater IL-10.

T cells, B cells,
NKCC, NKC

ERI
continuous
OC
continuous

N/A

Age, Education, smoking, alcohol, physical activity,
caffeine, sleep, BMI, medication, depressive symptoms,
intragroup conﬂict, chronic conditions, work hours,
occupational grade, company type, commuting time.

ERI and OC negatively associated with NKC for
males only.
ERI negatively associated with NKCC only in
females.

sIgA

ERI
quadrants
OC
continuous

N/A

N/A

Higher ERI and lower rewards associated with
lower sIgA.

C-reactive protein

ERI
continuous
OC
continuous

0.141

Waist circumference,
age, glucose,
total cholesterol,
triglycerides, HDL
LDL, bloodpressure

Positive association between ERI and C-reactive
protein.

sIgA (saliva)

ERI
continuous
OC
continuous

- 0.327

Neuroticism, PSS, extraversion, psychoticism,
over-commitment

Higher ERI associated with lower sIgA

C-reactive protein
(blood)

ERI
continuous

N/A

Medical history, smoking, leadership responsibilities,
gender

Inﬂammatory markers, CRP and leukocytes, not
signiﬁcantly associated with ERI.
Study included multiple physiological markers
from multiple body systems and reports the use
of multiple markers preferable to a single
marker.

152 ♂
Blue collar
ERI ✓
OC ✕
Bathman et al.
[20]
66 ♂
Blue collar
Owner-operator
ERI ✓
OC ✓
Mauss et al. [21]
3011 ♂, 786 ♀
Blue collar
ERI Δ

Note. Paper: ♂ = male; ♀ = female; ✕ = hypothesis was tested and no support found; ✓ = hypothesis was tested and support found; Δ = hypothesis was tested and partial support
found; ERI = effort reward imbalance; OC = over commitment. Outcome: CD4 = t-helper cells; IFN = interferon; IL = interleukin; NKC = natural killer cell; NKCC = natural killer
cellcytotoxicity;sIgA =salivaryimmunoglobulinA;TNF= tumournecrosisfactor. Covariate:HDL =HighDensity Lipoproteins;LDL=LowDensityLipoproteins; PSS=PerceivedStress
Scale. The speciﬁc comparison column outlines how the ERI component was operationalised for the analysis in each study and its subsequent effect size calculation. In studies where the
ERI ratio was operationalised in multiple ways (e.g., multiple effect sizes were available), the effect size most resembling a continuous measure was used (e.g., ERI in quadrants was preferred to a median split ERI ratio). The covariate r column lists an effect size r for analyses which controlled for covariates. Thecovariates column lists the variables controlled to obtain the
covariate r.
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Fig. 2. Forest plot of the association between ERI and indices of the immune system.

Fig. 3. Forest plot of associations between OC and indices of the immune system.
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bias did not appear to be an issue with 19 of the 26 associations non-signiﬁcant. The classic Fail Safe N wascalculated and revealedthat anadditional 162 studies with an effect size of zero would be required torender
the current ﬁndings non-signiﬁcant. A visual inspection of the funnel
plot revealed an even dispersal of studies either side of the r = 0 centre
line.
The sub-group analysis revealed similar trends between the cytokine and leukocyte outcomes with similar r estimates of − 0.04 (CI
−0.07, −0.01), p = 0.016 and −0.02 (CI −0.04, 0.01), p = 0.213 respectively. The mucosal immunity r estimate was higher, − 0.33 (CI
−0.47, −0.18), p b 0.001, suggesting a stronger relationship than the
cytokine and leukocytes, and a mixed effect analysis, Q = 7.38 (df =
2), p = 0.025 conﬁrmed this. Analysis of eachof the meta r for eachof
the individual immune markers revealed that IL-6 (r = −0.31, p =
0.050), NKC (r = −0.15, p = 0.033) and sIgA (r = −0.33, p b 0.001)
were the only individual immune indices associated with ERI.
The 21 measures ofthe immunityto OCrelationshipindicate thatincreased OC iscommensuratewithreducedimmunity, r= −0.06 (CI
−0.10, −0.01), Z = 2.60, p = 0.01 (Fig. 3). The Q-statistic in the current
study was 13.73 and, as this is equal with the expected value of Q (the
20 degrees of freedom) p = 0.844, this suggests all studies share the
true effect size. Publication bias did not appear to be an issue with 19
of the 21 associations non-signiﬁcant. Finally, the classic Fail Safe N
was calculated and revealed that an additional 29 studies with an effect
size of zero would be required to render the current ﬁndings non-significant. Avisual inspectionof the funnel plot revealedan even dispersalof
studies either side of the r = 0 centreline.
The sub-group analysis reveals similar trends between the ten cytokine and lymphocyte outcomes with similar r estimates of −0.09 (CI
− 0.09, 0.17) and −0.03 (CI −0.08, 0.02) respectively. Although the
mucosal immunity r estimate was larger, −0.13 (CI −0.28, 0.02), the
three subgroups association with OC did not differ signiﬁcantly based
on the mixed effect analysis, Q = 2.47 (df = 2), p = 0.291. Analysis of
the meta r for each of the individual immune markers revealed that
only NKC (r = −0.10, p = 0.043) was associated with OC.

3.1. Moderating effects of OC and sex
ToassessifOCmoderatedtheeffectof ERIupontheimmuneindices,
a meta-regression (k = 20) wasconducted assessing the ERI and immune marker relationship with OC entered as a continuous covariate.
OC moderated the relationship between ERI and the immune markers.
The unexplained variance dropped from T2 = 0.005 to T2 = 0.003,
with OC included in the model; test of change R2 = 0.45, Q = 4.18,
(df = 1), p = 0.004. This ﬁnding suggests that 45% of the variance in
true effects (not sampling error) around the regression estimate can
beexplained by OC. Sex did not moderate the relationship between
ERI and the immuneindices in this meta regression (k = 12) when entered as a dichotomous covariate; test of change R2 = 0.08, Q = 2.29,
(df = 1), p = 0.130. Sex also did not moderate the association between
OCandtheimmuneindices(k= 10), testofchangeR2 = 0.99, Q= 2.33,
(df= 1), p =0.127. Assessingmoderationwithmetaregressioncanpotentially be misleading when k b 30 [23], so in addition, we present

Table 3
Male and female meta-analyses of ERI and OC with all immune measures.
Male
k (n)
ERI 6
(978)
OC 6
(978)

Female
r

CI 95%

−0.19 (−0.38,
−0.07)
−0.07 (−0.13,
−0.01)

p

k (n)

r

(732)
4
(471)

−0.07 (−0.14,
0.00)
0.01
(−0.07,
−0.09)

b0.001 6
0.030

CI 95%

p
0.040
0.810

Table 3 to illustrate the statistics calculated for male and female studies
that assessed the ERI and OC relationship with immune indices.
4. Discussion
The current meta-analysis, assessing associations between ERI and
immune system physiology, was long overdue considering research
into associations with ERI and physiology dates back N 20 years.
Segerstrom and Miller's [10] meta-analysis recommended future research pursue more speciﬁc associations to further consolidate current
knowledge of the stress-immunity relationship; accordingly, we focussed solely on the ERI model and its relationship with immunity.
The current meta-analysis showed that greater ERI (k = 7, N =
9952) and OC (k = 6, N = 2358) were associated with immune system
measures when all immune measures were considered together. Within each subgroup in the ERI to immunity comparison, this trend continued whereas in the OC to immunity subgroups no association was
evident. The associationbetween ERI and mucosal immunity was stronger than with either leukocytes or cytokines. These results provide preliminary evidence supporting the use of mucosal immunity markers in
occupational stress research. That they were more related to occupational stress than the more frequently assessed lymphocytes, points to
the need to better test this assumption by assessing both markers of immunity within the same participants within the same study. Associations between OC and the three immune marker sub-groups
(cytokines, lymphocytes, and mucosal immunity) were homogenous.
The ﬁndings also illustrate that the immune markers were more strongly associated with ERI than OC, potentially suggesting that perceptions
of increased workplace stress, in the form of efforts exceeding rewards,
have alarger impact upon immunity thanintrinsic factors. Although the
two studies (i.e., 18, 20) that assessed if OC moderated the relationship
between ERI and immune physiology report null ﬁndings, our meta regression reports that OC moderated the effect of ERI upon immune
indices.
While considerable attention has been paid to lymphocytes in past
research, the ﬁndings have been mixed. Herbert and Cohen's [9] metaanalysis reported stronger associations compared to Segerstrom and
Miller [10], with most measures either not associated with chronic
stress or having very small associations. Similarly, the present metaanalysis reports very small associations between ERI and lymphocytes.
The promising associations between ERI and sIgA reported in this
meta-analysis were based on two recent studies, and therefore not included in prior meta-analyses of chronic stress and immunity. In contrast, the association of sIgA with acute stress was the focus of several
previous studies [24–26]. The association of sIgA with chronic stress
however, was based on a modest sample (k = 2, N = 164) and consequently it would be premature to overstate the signiﬁcance of this ﬁnding, but we suggest that sIgA is a promisingbiomarker for occupational
stress research. The two previous meta-analyses [9,10] investigating the
links between chronic stress and immunity included only one cytokine
(IL-2) and found it was negatively associated with chronic stress. The
current study reﬂects the increased interest in cytokines in recent
times although it must be acknowledged that the research referred to
has come from only two laboratories.
The immune response to stress may be related to the sex of the individual. Sex-speciﬁc effects for ERI and OC with NKC (negative relationship, men only) and ERI with NKCC (negative relationship, women
only) were reported by one of the studies included in this meta-analysis
[17]. In agreement with Segerstrom and Miller [10], the current metaanalysis also suggests that sex did not moderate the association with
ERI. We did however, conductindividual meta analyses for maleand female only studies (Table 3) and the ﬁndings depict a trend which suggests the impact of higher ERI and OC may have a larger effect on the
immune function in men more than women. Further research is needed
to more fully examine sex differences and the possibility of a multi-faceted association between the ERI model and immune system markers
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for men and women. This will aid possible sex-speciﬁc understandings
of ERI and immune system responses to chronic stress [27,28].
Controlling for covariates in physiological research is vital given the
interplay of speciﬁc variables with the altered production of immune
markers which may lead to possible associations between the ERI
model components and physiological markers of the immune system
being underestimated [17]. While all but one study [18] statistically
controlled for covariates, they did vary in the extent in which they did
so. Future research in this area may beneﬁt from adapting a systematic
approach to controlling covariates [11], either statistically or by imposing exclusion criteria in much the same way that the cortisol awakening
response research is headed [29].
Even though our study focussed speciﬁcally on chronic workplace
stress, our N (9952) was comparable with the two most recent general
chronic stress and immunity meta-analyses ([8], N = 1289; [9], N =
9075). The total N and the calculated Fail safe N, provide conﬁdence in
the calculated point estimates (r).
The synthesis of studies in this meta-analysis was aided by a homogenousmeasureof chronicstressin the ERI model, however,variationsin
which the ERI score has been operationalised and tested have complicated interpretation, comparisons, and synthesis in past research [2].
Components of the ERI model areoften operationalised inconsistently
(high/medium/low, quadrants, continuous, median split, ERI b 1 versus
ERI N1, etc.). This was not an issue in the current investigation with the
vast majority of ﬁndings stemming from continuous ERI and OC measures. Further, researchers often neglect to include the OC component
of the ERI model in their research [2]. Most studies included in the current meta-analysis assessed OC, however, they unfortunatelydid not assess the moderation hypothesis proposed by Siegrist [1]. Although we
were able to perform a meta regression to assess this relationship, and
can report that OC moderated the link between ERI and the immune
markers as a whole, researchers are encouraged to systematicallyassess
this hypothesis with each of their outcomes to provide a better estimate
of this relationship. The interpretation of these ﬁndings is also limited
by the fact that all studies employed cross-sectional designs which prohibits the inference of causality between ERI and reduced immunity.
Ideally, research designs need to deviate from investigating between
group differences and adopt prospective within-group designstobetter
assess changes in immunity over time.
We did not assess the immune response to acute stress in this paper,
but our ﬁndings provide partial support for the Bi-phasic model [30,31]
which suggests acute stress enhances whereas chronic stress suppresses the immunity system. The focus of the present meta-analysis
was to identify which individual markers and immune subgroups
were most associated with chronic stress. However, further research is
required to determine if the pathway between occupational stress and
reduced immunity is attenuated by other factors (e.g., HPA axis, autonomic nervous system or behavioural factors). Therefore, the use of
multiple physiological indicators appears a justiﬁed avenue for future
research as the immune system in particular, relies on adaptability
and balance within the system to defend the body and maintain good
health.
Despite recommendations to study the functional efﬁcacy of immune cells [32], only one study, with only one measure (i.e.,
NKCC), utilised such an approach. Functional assessments ofimmune markers (e.g., cytotoxicity and lymphocyte proliferation)
have generally shown stronger associations with chronic stress
than cell percentages or counts [9,10]. Functional assays are considered more valid assessments of the immune system as individual
differences in immune cell counts can appear extreme, yet the differences may not reﬂect changes in immune function. Further, cell
counts alter as a function of the diurnal cycle, are impacted by transient events and are not always correlated with cell function [32].
The use of functional assays as well as a greater emphasis on pro to
anti-inﬂammatory ratios for example, would provide greater clarity
to the relations between ERI, OC, and immunity.
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Research utilising single markers of immune system functioning
may overlook the ‘bigger picture’ which is that no physiological marker
of the immune system operates inisolation. The inclusion of pro-inﬂammatory and anti-inﬂammatory ratios for example, which allow greater
insight of how immune indices/systems work in combination, coupled
with functional assessments of immune cells provides a more complete
and informative picture (16, 32). This concept, and the concept of
allostatic load, has been supported in past research with the use of multiple physiological markers from multiple body systems [18,20,21].
5. Conclusion and future directions
This meta-analysis is the ﬁrst to synthesise research on associations
between the ERI model and markers of the immune system. We need to
be cautious however, about drawing deﬁnitive conclusions based on a
modest amount of studies and limited number of immune measures.
The leukocyte and cytokine response to chronic work stress was signiﬁcantly related but with a small effect. The mucosal immunity relationship was substantially stronger, but prospective evidence is
required to conﬁrm this premise. As greater workplace stress was
more associated with lowered immunity than was OC, this augers well
for future work stress intervention, as it is likely that perceptions of
workplace stress are more malleable and responsive to intervention
than intrinsic factors. This is not to overlook the importance of OC,
which was shown to moderate the experience of ERI upon the immune
markers included in this analysis.
A systematic approach in the use of covariates and an increase in
prospective within-study design should ensure advancement in the
ﬁeld leading to increased understanding regarding physiological
markers of the immune system and their temporal ordering with chronic stress. This in turn will increase our understanding of how to best aid
prevention and inform intervention for those potentially vulnerable to
stress-related disease.
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Appendix B
Ethics Approval Letters

MEMORANDUM

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, HEALTH & ENGINEERING

To:

Dr Brad Wright

Student:

Rachael Heckenberg

From:

Secretariat, SHE College Human Ethics Sub-Committee (SHE CHESC)

Reference:

S15/185 Application for approval of negligible risk research project – Approved

Title:

Investigating the Effort-Reward Imbalance model and the Job Demands-resources
model with direct-care workers: A focus group approach

Date:

30/07/2015

The Chair of SHE CHESC has evaluated your application as of negligible risk, and has approved the
project without review.
As a negligible-risk project (see http://www.latrobe.edu.au/ data/assets/pdf_file/0008/259217/LaTrobe-Human-Research-Ethics-Guidelines-2013.pdfsection 6.2 and 6.3), you are not required to
submit annual and final reports, but you are required to maintain auditable records of the project.
Please note that the data need to be retained for a minimum of 5 years. Please ensure that each
participant retains a copy of the Informed Consent form. Researchers are also required to retain a copy
of all Informed Consent forms separately from the data. The data must be retained for a period of 5
years.
Ms Kate Ferris
Human Ethics Officer
Secretariat – SHE College Human Ethics Sub-Committee
Ethics and Integrity / Research Office
La Trobe University Bundoora, Victoria 3086
E: hesc.she@latrobe.edu.au
P: (03) 9479 – 3370
http://www.latrobe.edu.au/researchers/ethics/human-ethics
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, HEALTH & ENGINEERING

Dr Brad Wright

Student: Rachael Heckenberg
From:

Secretariat, SHE College Human Ethics Sub Committee (SHE CHESC)

Subject:

S15/264 Review of Human Ethics Sub-committee Application - Approved

Title:

Assessing the Relationship between Workplace Stress, Physiological Indicesand
Self-reported Health with Direct-Care Workers

Date:

18/11/2015

Thank you for your recent correspondence in relation to the research project referred to above.
The project has been assessed as complying with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in
Human Research. I am pleased to advise that your project has been granted ethics approval and
you may commence the study now.
The project has been approved from the date of this letter until 30/10/2016.
Please note that your application has been reviewed by a sub‐committee of the University
Human Ethics Committee (UHEC) to facilitate a decision before the next Committee meeting. This
decision will require ratification by the UHEC and it reserves the right to alter conditions of
approval or withdraw approval at that time. You will be notified if the approval status of your
project changes. The UHEC is a fully constituted Ethics Committee in accordance with the
National Statement under Section 5.1.29.
The following standard conditions apply to your project:
•

Limit of Approval. Approval is limited strictly to the research proposal as submitted in
your application while taking into account any additional conditions advised by the
Human Ethics Sub-committee (HESC) .

•

Variation to Project. Any subsequent variations or modifications you wish to make to
your project must be formally notified to the HESC for approval in advance of these
modifications being introduced into the project. This can be done using the appropriate
form: Ethics ‐ Application for Modification to Project which is available on the Research
Services website at http://www.latrobe.edu.au/researchers/starting-yourresearch/human-ethics. If the HESC considers that the proposed changes aresignificant,
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you may be required to submit a new application form for approval of the revised
project.
•

Adverse Events. If any unforeseen or adverse events occur, including adverse effects on
participants, during the course of the project which may affect the ethical acceptability
of the project, the Chief Investigator must immediately notify the HESC Secretary on at
hesc.she@latrobe.edu.au. Any complaints about the project received by the researchers
must also be referred immediately to the HESC Secretary.

•

Withdrawal of Project. If you decide to discontinue your research before its planned
completion, you must advise the HESC and clarify the circumstances.

•

Monitoring. All projects are subject to monitoring at any time by the Human Ethics Subcommittee.

•

Annual Progress Reports. If your project continues for more than 12 months, you are
required to submit an Ethics ‐ Progress/Final Report Form annually, on or just prior to 12
February. The form is available on the Research Services website (see above address).
Failure to submit a Progress Report will mean approval for this project will lapse.

•

Auditing. An audit of the project may be conducted by members of the HESC.

•

Final Report. A Final Report (see above address) is required within six months of the
completion of the project.

If you have any queries on the information above or require further clarification please contact
me at hesc.she@latrobe.edu.au.
On behalf of the Faculty of Health Sciences Faculty Human Ethics Committee, best wishes with
your research!
Ms. Kate Ferris
Human Ethics Officer
Secretariat – SHE College Human Ethics Sub-Committee
Ethics and Integrity / Research Office
La Trobe University Bundoora, Victoria 3086
E: hesc.she@latrobe.edu.au
P: (03) 9479 – 3370
http://www.latrobe.edu.au/researchers/ethics/human-ethics
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ResearchMasterEthics@latrobe.edu.au
ResearchMasterEthics; Brad Wright
RACHAEL HECKENBERG; Stephen Kent
Application HEC16-047 (Finalised - Approved) - Application finalised as Approved
Tuesday, 7 June 2016 5:21:48 PM

Dear Bradley Wright,
The following project has been assessed as complying with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in
Human Research. I am pleased to advise that your project has been granted ethics approval and you may
commence the study.
Application ID: HEC16-047
Application Status/Committee: Finalised - Approved
Project Title: Reducing Workplace Stress in Direct-care Workers: Assessing the Efficacy of an 8 Week Online
Mindfulness Program
Chief Investigator: Bradley Wright
Other Investigators: Stephen Kent, Ms Rachael Heckenberg
Date of Approval: 07/06/2016
Date of Ethics Approval Expiry: 31/03/2017
The following standard conditions apply to your project:
- Limit of Approval. Approval is limited strictly to the research proposal as submitted in your application.
- Variation to Project. Any subsequent variations or modifications you wish to make to your project must be
formally notified for approval in advance of these modifications being introduced into the project.
- Adverse Events. If any unforeseen or adverse events occur the Chief Investigator must immediately notify the
UHEC immediately. Any complaints about the project received by the researchers must also be referred
immediately to the UHEC.
- Withdrawal of Project. If you decide to discontinue your research before its planned completion, you must
inform the relevant committee and complete a Final Report form.
- Monitoring. All projects are subject to monitoring at any time by the University Human Ethics Committee.
- Annual Progress Reports. If your project continues for more than 12 months, you are required to submit a
Progress Report annually, on or just prior to 12 February. The form is available on the Research Office website.
Failure to submit a Progress Report will mean approval for this project will lapse.
- Auditing. An audit of the project may be conducted by members of the UHEC.
- Final Report. A Final Report (see above address) is required within six months of the completion of the
project.
You may log in to ResearchMaster (https://rmenet.latrobe.edu.au) to view your application.
If you have any further questions, please contact the:
UHEC at humanethics@latrobe.edu.au
SHE College Human Ethics Sub-Committee at chesc.she@latrobe.edu.au
ASSC College Human Ethics Sub-Committee at chesc.assc@latrobe.edu.au
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Appendix C
Participant Information Statements and Consent Forms
Mailing address
Department of Psychology and
Counselling
George Singer Building
La Trobe University
Kingsbury Drive
Victoria 3086 Australia

College of Science, Health
and Engineering
SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Department of Psychology
and Counselling

T + 61 3 9479 1590
F + 61 3 9479 1956
E psychology@latrobe.edu.au
latrobe.edu.au/psy

Participant Information Statement
ASSESSING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WORKPLACE STRESS,
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES AND SELF-REPORTED HEALTH WITH DIRECTCARE WORKERS
Chief Investigator:

Co-investigator:

Master (research)
Candidate:

Dr Brad Wright
Lecturer, School of Psychology and Public Health,
La Trobe University

Dr Stephen Kent

Head of School of Psychology and Public Health,
Associate Professor, La Trobe University

Rachael Heckenberg

b.wright@latrobe.edu.au

s.kent@latrobe.edu.au

raheckenberg@students.latrobe.edu.au

Master (research) of Psychological Science
Candidate, School of Psychology and Public
Health, La Trobe University

This participant information statement includes important information about the research.
Its purpose is to explain to you as plainly as possible all the procedures involved in the
research before you decide whether or not to take part. This study will involve providing
questionnaire data and two saliva samples in two stages of data collection, approximately
2 months a part. By signing the consent form, you are indicating you understand the
information and that you give your consent to participate in the data collection. Please
read the participant information statement carefully. You are welcome to ask the
researcher questions about any information in the form. You will be given a copy of the
Participant Information Statement to keep as a record.
Who can participate?
In order to participate you must be18 years or older, be working a minimum of 20 hours
per week and have been employed for at least six months. Individuals with any history of
a psychiatric, neuroendocrine or eating disorder, corticosteroid use, or diabetes are asked
to exclude themselves from the study as these conditions and medications can affect the
ability to determine accurate concentrations of the physiological measures.
What is the study about?
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The experience of stress may cause changes in hormonal and immunological systems,
these physiological changes can affect our health. Chronic stress can be a risk for physical
and mental health issues, for example cardiovascular disease and depression. The aim of
the current study is to measure the relationship between workplace stress, self-reported
health and physiological markers of stress: salivary cortisol, secretory immunoglobulin A
(sIgA) and salivary alpha amylase (sAA), in direct-care workers. This information will
enable further discussion of the effects of workplace stress on the immune and hormonal
systems and self-reported health and the onset of stress-related illness. It will also help
inform interventions aimed at reducing workplace stress.
What’s involved if I participate?
You will be asked to complete questionnaires (approximately 200 questions) that assess
workplace stress, self-reported health, and demographic information (e.g. age, gender,
etc.). You will also be asked to provide two saliva samples on the same working day. You
will be asked to do this on two separate days, approximately 2 months apart. To collect
cortisol and sAA samples (0.5-1.0 mL of saliva), you will be asked to place a cotton
swab in your mouth, under your tongue for exactly one minute immediately upon
awakening and then return the swab to the test tube labelled ‘CORT1’ before placing it
into your freezer. The second saliva sample will be provided 30 minutes after
awakening and used to collect cortisol, sAA and sIgA (0.5-1.0 mL of saliva). Place the
used swab back into the test tube labelled ‘CORT2’ and immediately place into your
freezer. You will receive an instruction sheet with step-by-step instructions on how to
provide the saliva samples. All saliva samples will be destroyed after assessment. The
total testing time is approximately 30-40 minutes. You will be asked to take the
completed questionnaires to a secure dropbox and the two saliva samples to a freezer,
both located at your workplace. The researcher will then collect both questionnaires and
saliva samples from the workplace. The questionnaires and saliva samples will not have
any identifying information on them, instead you will be assigned a 3 digit code so your
data can be kept together and matched to your second stage data. The 3 digit code will
already be marked on the questionnaires and test tubes for the saliva samples when they
are given to you. If upon collection any identifying information is on the questionnaires or
saliva samples, this will be removed by the researcher.
All participants will receive their questionnaire and test tube packs from the researcher
and asked to complete their assessments within 7 days of receipt.
What will happen with my data and who will have access to it?
By consenting to take part in the research, you also consent to the collection, storage and
use of tissue samples. No genetic material will be extracted from your saliva samples and
all analyses will be conducted by La Trobe University staff. It is anticipated that within 4
months of collection, all samples will have been analysed and destroyed. The results from
this analysis will be stored electronically.
All information collected in this study will be securely stored and only accessed by the
researchers. Participants will be de-identified, except to the researchers. Individual codes
will be used to match questionnaire responses with physiological samples across the two
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stages of data collection. The raw data will be kept for seven years, as required by law,
after that time all raw data will be destroyed.
Group results will be included in a thesis, and may be presented at conferences and
incorporated in scientific publications. A report of group findings will also be provided to
Gateway Health Wodonga.
If you are interested in the group results of this study, a summary of the findings will be
available from 1st June 2017. You may request a copy by contacting Rachael Heckenberg
(raheckenberg@students.latrobe.edu.au). After collection of data at both stages of data
collection, your data will be de-identified, therefore information pertaining to your
individual results will not be possible.
What are the benefits of participating?
Participation in the research will contribute to extending current understanding of
workplace stress for direct-care workers. You may find participating in the study
beneficial as it could help you become aware of some of the characteristics you find
demanding and rewarding about your job. Alternatively, you may not find any personal
benefit to participating.
The results from the study will help improve current understanding by identifying what
components of the workplace may contribute to ill health. In addition, understanding
which biomarkers are most related to stress measures will increase our understanding of
the underlying mechanisms of the stress-ill-health relationship. This increased knowledge
can then help inform workplace stress interventions.
What are the risks of participating?
It is not expected that you will experience any harm from participating in the study.
However, it is possible you may experience more than discomfort given the study asks
you questions about stress and wellbeing. If you experience more than discomfort while
answering any questions or after completion of the study, please contact Mindspot on
1800 61 44 34 or visit their website https://mindspot.org.au/.https://mindspot.org.au/
What if I want to withdraw from the study?
Participation in this study is voluntary. If you do not wish to take part you are not obliged
to do so. You have the right to withdraw your active participation from the study at any
time up until your data is submitted. After which point your data will be de-identified.
There are no disadvantages, penalties or adverse consequences for choosing not to
participate in this research.
What if I have questions or a complaint?
Please feel free to ask any questions you have regarding the study. All questions
regarding this project can be directed to Dr Brad Wright, School of Psychology and
Public Health, telephone 02 6024 9892, or by email: b.wright@latrobe.edu.au; or to
Rachael Heckenberg at raheckenberg@students.latrobe.edu.au
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If you have any complaints or concerns about your participation in the study that the
researcher has not been able to answer to your satisfaction, you may contact the Senior
Human Ethics Officer, Ethics and Integrity, Research Office, La Trobe University,
Victoria, 3086 (Ph.: 03 9479 1443, Email: humanethics@latrobe.edu.au). Please quote the
application reference number: S15/264
Thank you for reading this document carefully. Your time is greatly appreciated!
Mailing address
Department of Psychology
and Counselling
George Singer Building
La Trobe University
Kingsbury Drive
Victoria 3086 Australia

College of Science, Health
and Engineering
SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Department of Psychology
and Counselling

Consent Form

T + 61 3 9479 1590
F + 61 3 9479 1956
E
psychology@latrobe.edu.a
u
latrobe.edu.au/psy

ASSESSING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WORKPLACE STRESS,
PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICES AND SELF-REPORTED HEALTH WITH DIRECTCARE WORKERS
I (the participant) have read (or, where appropriate, have had
read to me) and understood the participant information statement and consent form, and
any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in
the project, realising that I may withdraw at any time. I agree that research data provided
by me or with my permission during the project may be included in a thesis, presented at
conferences and published in journals on the condition that neither my name nor any other
identifying information is used.
Name of Participant (block letters):
Signature:
Date:
Name of Student Investigator (block letters):
Signature:
Date:
Name of Student Supervisor (block letters):
Date:
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Mailing address
Department of Psychology
and Counselling
George Singer Building
La Trobe University
Kingsbury Drive
Victoria 3086 Australia

College of Science, Health
and Engineering
SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Department of Psychology
and Counselling

T + 61 3 9479 1590
F + 61 3 9479 1956
E
psychology@latrobe.edu.
au
latrobe.edu.au/psy

Participant Information Statement
REDUCING WORKPLACE STRESS IN DIRECT-CARE WORKERS: ASSESSING
THE EFFICACY OF AN 8 WEEK ONLINE MINDFULNESS PROGRAM
Chief Investigator:

Co-investigator:

Master (research)
Candidate:

Dr Brad Wright

b.wright@latrobe.edu.au

Dr Stephen Kent

s.kent@latrobe.edu.au

Senior Lecturer, School of Psychology and Public
Health, La Trobe University
Head of School of Psychology and Public Health,
Associate Professor, La Trobe University

Rachael Heckenberg

Master (research) of Psychological Science
Candidate, School of Psychology and Public Health,
La Trobe University

raheckenberg@students.latrobe.edu.au

What is the study about?
Chronic stress can be a risk for both physical and mental health issues, (e.g.,
cardiovascular disease and depression). The aim of the current study is to determine if an
online mindfulness intervention is effective at reducing workplace stress in direct-care
workers. In addition, it will investigate acute improvements in psychological distress,
anxiety levels and sAA responses. It will establish the relationships between mindfulness,
stress and ill-health.
Who can participate?
In order to participate you must be 18 and 60 years old, be working a minimum of 20
hours per week and have been employed for at least six months. Individuals with any
history of a psychiatric, neuroendocrine or eating disorder, corticosteroid use or diabetes
are asked to exclude themselves from the study as these conditions and medications can
affect the ability to determine accurate concentrations of the physiological measures.
What’s involved if I participate?
You will be asked to engage in an 8-week online, mindfulness program. The program
involves completing modules, formal practice and informal practice. The modules contain
readings and videos, which take up to 45 minutes to complete each week. The formal
practice involves 30 minutes of mindfulness meditation six days per week. The informal
practice involves brief mindfulness activities and techniques that can be used daily as
required. You will be provided with a link to access the program online as well as a
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printed manual with detailed instructions for each week of the program and the prescribed
readings.
The formal and informal practices will be completed at work on the days you work, and at
home on the days you don’t work. Rooms will be available in your workplace for you to
complete the formal practice. MP3 players and headphones will also be available for you
to access the audio file for each of the guided meditations. These can also be accessed on
your smart phone.
You will be asked to complete a questionnaire and provide a saliva sample immediately
before and after the first prescribed formal practice in weeks 1, 4 and 7. The first
prescribed formal practice in these weeks is to be completed at the same time of day in
the afternoon. The questionnaire (18 questions) will assess different mood states and
anxiety. The saliva sample will be used to measure sAA. To provide the saliva sample
(approximately 1 teaspoon of saliva) you will place a cotton salivette in your mouth for
one minute and then return the swab to the test tube labelled ‘sAA’ before placing it in the
freezer located at your workplace. You will receive an instruction sheet with step-by-step
instructions on how to provide the saliva samples.
The questionnaires and saliva samples will not have any identifying information on them,
instead you will be assigned a 3 digit code so your data can be kept together. The 3 digit
code will already be marked on the questionnaires and test tubes for the saliva samples
when they are given to you. If upon collection any identifying information is on the
questionnaires or saliva samples, this will be removed by the researcher.
What will happen with my data and who will have access to it?
By consenting to take part in the research, you also consent to the collection, storage and
use of tissue samples. No genetic material will be extracted from your saliva samples and
all analyses will be conducted by La Trobe University staff. It is anticipated that within 4
months of collection, all samples will have been analysed and destroyed. The results from
this analysis will be stored electronically.
All information collected in this study will be securely stored and only accessed by the
researchers. Only the researchers and your team leaders will know you have participated
in the program. Your data will be de-identified, except to the researchers. Individual
codes will be used to match questionnaire responses with physiological samples across
the stages of data collection. The raw data will be kept for seven years, as required by
law, after that time all raw data will be destroyed.
This study is being sponsored by Gateway Health. A report of group findings will be
provided to Gateway Health.
Group results will be included in a thesis and may be presented at conferences and
incorporated in scientific publications.
If you are interested in the group results of this study, a summary of the findings will be
available from 1st June 2017. You may request a copy by contacting Rachael Heckenberg
(raheckenberg@students.latrobe.edu.au). After collection of data at all stages of data
collection, your data will be de-identified, therefore information pertaining to your
individual results will not be possible.
What are the benefits of participating?
Mindfulness-based stress reduction programs have been shown to reduce workplace
stress, as well as increase work engagement and improve decision making, memory and
concentration. You may find participating in this study beneficial as you could experience
reduced stress and negative mood states, as well as increased positive mood states.
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There is currently a lack of online interventions that have been proven useful in the
workplace. The results from this study will help provide support for an easily
implemented, online intervention ideal for the workplace to reduce stress. This study will
also help increase our understanding of how mindfulness may improve stress and selfreported health. It is also possible that your participation will produce no benefits.
What are the risks of participating?
It is not expected that you will experience any harm from participating in the study.
However, it is possible you may experience some discomfort and/or negative emotions
when engaging in the formal practice. The program provides instructions on how to deal
with these feelings. You may also experience discomfort given the study asks you
questions about stress and wellbeing. If you experience more than discomfort while
answering any questions or after completion of the study, please contact Mindspot on
1800 61 44 34 or visit their website https://mindspot.org.au/.
What if I want to withdraw from the study?
Participation in this study is voluntary. If you do not wish to take part you are not obliged
to do so. You have the right to withdraw your active participation from the study at any
time up until your data is submitted. After this point your data will be de-identified. There
are no disadvantages, penalties or adverse consequences for choosing not to participate in
this research.
What if I have questions or a complaint?
Please feel free to ask any questions you have regarding the study. All questions
regarding this project can be directed to Dr Brad Wright, School of Psychology and
Public Health, telephone 02 6024 9892, or by email: b.wright@latrobe.edu.au; or to
Rachael Heckenberg at raheckenberg@students.latrobe.edu.au
If you have any complaints or concerns about your participation in the study that the
researcher has not been able to answer to your satisfaction, you may contact the Senior
Human Ethics Officer, Ethics and Integrity, Research Office, La Trobe University,
Victoria, 3086 (Ph.: 03 9479 1443, Email: humanethics@latrobe.edu.au). Please quote the
application reference number: HEC16-047
Thank you for reading this document carefully. Your time is greatly appreciated!
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Mailing address
Department of Psychology
and Counselling
George Singer Building
La Trobe University
Kingsbury Drive
Victoria 3086 Australia

College of Science, Health and
Engineering
SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY
AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Department of Psychology
and Counselling

T + 61 3 9479 1590
F + 61 3 9479 1956
E psychology@latrobe.edu.au
latrobe.edu.au/psy

Consent Form
REDUCING WORKPLACE STRESS IN DIRECT-CARE WORKERS: ASSESSING
THE EFFICACY OF AN 8 WEEK ONLINE MINDFULNESS PROGRAM
I (the participant) have read (or, where appropriate, have had read to me) and understood
the participant information statement and consent form, and any questions I have asked
have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in the project, realising that I
may withdraw at any time. I agree that research data provided by me or with my
permission during the project may be included in a thesis, presented at conferences and
published in journals on the condition that neither my name nor any other identifying
information is used.
I have spoken to my team leader to ensure arrangements can be made so I can
participate in the study
Name of Participant (block letters):
Signature:
Date:
Name of Student Investigator (block letters):
Signature:
Date:
Name of Student Supervisor (block letters):
Date:
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Appendix D
Focus Group (Chapter 3) Manuscript Supplementary Material
Focus Groups: Schedule of Questions
1. What motivated you to pursue a career in healthcare?
Prompt: Wanting to help people, interest in the field
2. What kind of demands do you face in your work as a direct-care worker?
Prompt: time pressures, workload, difficult clients, emotional demands,
job control/autonomy
•

What kind of things help you deal with these demands?

3. What kind of benefits or rewards do you experience in your workplace?
Prompt: money, professional development, helping people, support from
colleagues/close network
4. What aspects of your job do you find useful to help meet the requirements of your
job?
Prompt: support/collaboration with colleagues, feedback from supervisors,
autonomy, training/professional development, task variety, working
environment/equipment available, opportunities for self-care
5. What personal characteristics do you think help or would help a person working as
a direct-care worker?
Prompt: mental and emotional aspects, optimism, self-efficacy, resilience,
mental competency, hope, compassion, professionalism
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Table 1.
Comparison of Job Demands, Job Resources and Personal Resources included in the
original JD-R Questionnaire and Items Added based on Current Findings

Job Demands

Job Resources

Personal
Resources

JD-R Questionnaire
Categories
Work pressure,
Cognitive demands,
Emotional demands,
Role conflict,
Hassles
Autonomy,
Social support,
Feedback,
Opportunities for
development,
Coaching

Items Added

Self-efficacy,
Optimism

Communication skills:
• My communication skills assist me with my job
• I am always attentive when my client is
speaking
• In difficult situations I find a way to get my
message across
• Being able to communicate effectively is
important in my job
• I pride myself on my listening skills

Organization communication:
• Communications between colleagues is good
• I feel that I do not know what is happening
with the organization
Workplace Resources
• My workplace encourages taking regular
breaks during the day
• My workplace provides me with a number of
extra health activities to help me deal with
stress
• My workplace uses a lot of modern technology
that helps me do my job

Two established subscales were utilised to assess
personal resources not in the JD-R:
Empathic Concern (Miller, Stiff & Ellis, 1988)
Brief Resilience Scale (Smith et al., 2008)
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Appendix E
Comparison between the ERI Questionnaire Items and New Additional
Items
Table E1. Comparison of Rewards included in the ERI Questionnaire and Items Added
based on Current Findings
ERI Questionnaire Items

Items Added

Esteem
• I receive the respect I deserve from my
superiors.
• I receive the respect I deserve from my
colleagues.
• I experience adequate support in
difficult situations.
• I am treated unfairly at work.
• Considering all my efforts and
achievements, I receive the respect and
prestige I deserve at work.

Empowering change and General Satisfaction
with work
• One reward of my job is being able to
build strong connections with the
community
• I get a lot of satisfaction from seeing
my client achieve a goal
• In my job I get to make positive change
within the community
• I feel a sense of honour and pride when
working closely with a client
• Being able to help clients is a
rewarding aspect of my job

Pay and Career Prospects
• My job promotion prospects are poor.
• My current occupational position
adequately reflects my education and
training.
• Considering all my efforts and
achievements, my work prospects are
adequate.
• Considering all my efforts and
achievements, my salary/income is
adequate.
Job Security
• I have experienced or I expect to
experience an undesirable change in
my work situation.
• My job security is poor.
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Appendix F
Saliva Sampling Instructions
Saliva Sample Procedure
PLEASE DO
• Take your saliva samples immediately before and after your formal practice
• Place the sample in the freezer immediately after collection
• Complete the questionnaire before and after your formal practice
PLEASE DON’T
• Don’t brush your teeth before or in between the saliva samples
• Don’t let your saliva samples thaw out.
• Don’t smoke, eat, drink (unless water) or exercise in the hour before taking the
samples or in between samples.
STEPS TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL SALIVA SAMPLES
1. Take the salivette from the test tube marked ‘sAA 1’ and place it in your mouth.
2. Chew gently on it for exactly 1 minute.
3. Place the salivette back in the tube and insert stopper, place in resealable bag
provided, and then place in the allocated freezer.
4. Complete the prescribed formal training for this day
5. Take the salivette from the test tube marked ‘sAA 2’ and place it in your mouth.
6. Chew gently on it for exactly 1 minute
7. Place the salivette back in the tube and insert stopper, place in resealable bag
provided, and then place in the allocated freezer.
In addition to these saliva samples, the questionnaire should be completed before and
after the formal practice. Please return the completed questionnaires to the secure dropbox
and the saliva samples to the freezer at your workplace where I will collect them.
Thank you for your time.
Regards Rachael Heckenberg
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Saliva Sample on Waking Procedure

PLEASE DO
• Rinse your mouth with water before each sample
• Place the sample in the freezer immediately after collection
• Complete your online questionnaire on the same day as taking the saliva samples
• Take your two saliva samples on the same working day
PLEASE DON’T
Don’t brush your teeth before or in between the saliva samples
Don’t let your saliva samples thaw out. When you transport it, please ensure it is
packed in ice.
• Don’t smoke, eat, drink (unless water) or exercise in the hour before taking the
samples or in the half hour between samples.
TEN STEPS TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL SALIVA SAMPLES
•
•

1. Get out of bed
2. Rinse mouth with water. DO NOT brush teeth.
3. Take the salivette (purple lid) from the test tube marked ‘G’ and place it in your mouth.
Place it under your tongue for exactly 1 minute.
4. Place the salivette back in the tube and insert stopper, place in resealable bag provided,
and then place in your freezer.
5. Wait for 30 minutes, do not drink (except water) or eat or brush teeth or do any
rigorous activity or exercise. Showering is fine.
6. Rinse mouth with water again.
9. Take the salivette (purple lid) from the test tube marked ‘H’ and place it into your
mouth, under your tongue for exactly 1 minute.
10. Place the salivette back into the test tube and insert stopper, place in resealable bag
provided, and then place in your freezer.
In addition to these saliva samples, the online questionnaire should be completed on the
same day. You may like to make a start on the questionnaire while you’re waiting to take
the second sample. The online questionnaire can be accessed from the link sent to
your work email. Please return the saliva samples to the freezer at your workplace
where I will collect them.
Thank you for your time.
Regards, Rachael Heckenberg
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Appendix G
Questionnaires
Please indicate to what extent you personally agree or disagree with these statements.
Strongly disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neither agree nor disagree
3

Agree
4

Strongly agree
5

1

I have constant time pressure due to a heavy work load

1

2

3

4

5

2

I have many interruptions and disturbances in my job

1

2

3

4

5

3

I have a lot of responsibility in my job

1

2

3

4

5

4

I am often pressured to work overtime

1

2

3

4

5

5

Over the past few years, my job has become more and more demanding

1

2

3

4

5

6

I receive the respect I deserve from my superiors

1

2

3

4

5

7

I receive the respect I deserve from my colleagues

1

2

3

4

5

8

I experience adequate support in difficult situations

1

2

3

4

5

9

I am treated unfairly at work

1

2

3

4

5

10 Considering all my efforts and achievements, I receive the respect and
prestige I deserve at work
11 My job promotion prospects are poor

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

12

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

16

My current occupational position adequately reflects my education and
training
Considering all my efforts and achievements, my work prospects are
adequate
Considering all my efforts and achievements, my employment conditions
(salary/income/holiday & sick leave) are adequate
I have experienced or I expect to experience an undesirable change in my
work situation
My job security is poor

1

2

3

4

5

17

I get easily overwhelmed by time pressures at work

1

2

3

4

5

18 As soon as I get up in the morning I start thinking about work problems

1

2

3

4

5

19

When I get home, I can easily relax and ‘switch off’ work

1

2

3

4

5

20

People close to me say I sacrifice too much for my job

1

2

3

4

5

21

Work rarely lets me go, it is still on my mind when I go to bed

1

2

3

4

5

22

If I postpone something that I was supposed to do today I’ll have trouble
sleeping at night

1

2

3

4

5

13
14
15
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The following questions refer to your personal work situation and your experience of it. For
each question, please choose the answer that is most applicable to you.
Never

Sometimes

Regularly

Often

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

1

Do you have flexibility in the execution of your job? (auto1)

1

2

3

4

5

2

Do you have control over how your work is carried out? (auto2)

1

2

3

4

5

3

Can you participate in decision-making regarding your work?

1

2

3

4

5

4

Do you have to work at speed? (wp1)

1

2

3

4

5

5

Do you have too much work to do? (wp2)

1

2

3

4

5

6

How often do you have to work extra hard in order to reach
a deadline? (wp3)

1

2

3

4

5

7

Do you work under time pressure? (wp4)

1

2

3

4

5

8

Does your work require a lot of concentration? (cogn1)

1

2

3

4

5

9

Does your work demand enhanced care or precision? (cogn2)

1

2

3

4

5

10 Do you regard your work as mentally very straining? (cogn3)

1

2

3

4

5

11 Does your work require your constant attention? (cogn4)

1

2

3

4

5

12 Communications between colleagues is good

1

2

3

4

5

13 I feel that I do not know what is happening with the
organization

1

2

3

4

5

(auto3)

The following questions concern the collaboration with your colleagues. For each question
choose the answer that is the most applicable to you.
Never

Sometimes

Regularly

Often

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

14 If necessary, can you ask your colleagues for help? (soc1)

1

2

3

4

5

15 Can you count on your colleagues to support you, if difficulties
arise in your work? (soc2)

1

2

3

4

5

16 In your work, do you feel valued by your colleagues? (soc3)

1

2

3

4

5
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The following questions are about your emotions during your work. The items that refer to
clients can also be read as if they are referring to colleagues. Choose the answer that best
represents you.
Never

Sometimes

Regularly

Often

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

17 Is your work emotionally demanding? (emo1)

1

2

3

4

5

18 In your work, are you confronted with things that personally
touch you? (emo2)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

19

Do you face emotionally charged situations in your work?
(emo3)

20 In your work, do you deal with clients who incessantly
complain? (emo4)
21

In your work, do you have to deal with demanding clients?
(emo5)

22 Do you have to deal with clients who do not treat you with the
appropriate respect and politeness? (emo6)

The following questions concern the feedback that you receive about your work. For
each question, choose the answer that best describes your situation.
Never

Sometimes

Regularly

Often

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

23 I receive sufficient information about my work objectives. (feedb1)

1

2

3

4

5

24 My job offers me opportunities to find out how well I do my
work. (feedb2)

1

2

3

4

5

25

1

2

3

4

5

I receive sufficient information about the results of my work.
(feedb3)
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The following questions are about conflicting expectations at work. Indicate for each
statement to what extent you agree.
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Do not agree, do
not disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

5

25 I receive conflicting requests from two or more people (rolcon1)

1

2

3

4

5

26 I am unable to fulfil the conflicting expectations of my coworkers (rolcon2)

1

2

3

4

5

The expectations of my colleagues are in conflict (rolcon3)

1

2

3

4

5

28 At my work, different groups of people expect opposite things
from me (rolcon4)

1

2

3

4

5

27

The following questions are about hassles at work. Indicate for each statement to what extent
you agree.
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Do not agree, do
not disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

5

29 I have to deal with administrative hassles (hassle1)

1

2

3

4

5

30 I have many hassles to go through to get projects/assignments
done (hassle2)

1

2

3

4

5

31 I have to go through a lot of red tape to get my job done (hassle3)

1

2

3

4

5

32 I am confronted with unexpected hassles at work (hassle4)

1

2

3

4

5

33 I have many hassles to go through to get my work done (hassle5)

1

2

3

4

5

The following statements are about your supervisor. Choose for each statement the answer
that best describes your situation.
Never

Sometimes

Regularly

Often

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

34 My supervisor informs me whether he/she is satisfied with my
work. (coach1)

1

2

3

4

5
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35 My supervisor shows consideration for my problems and
desires regarding my work. (coach2)

1

2

3

4

5

36 I feel valued by my supervisor. (coach3)

1

2

3

4

5

37 My supervisor uses his/her influence to help me solve
problems at work. (coach4)

1

2

3

4

5

38 My supervisor is friendly and open to me. (coach5)

1

2

3

4

5

The next three questions concern your opportunities for personal development. Please indicate
the extent you agree with each statement
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Do not agree, do
not disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

5

39 In my work, I have the opportunity to develop my strong
points. (oppor1)

1

2

3

4

5

40 In my work, I can develop myself sufficiently. (oppor2)

1

2

3

4

5

41 My work offers me the possibility to learn new things. (oppor3)

1

2

3

4

5

The following statements concern the way you experience your work and how you feel about
it. Please choose for each statement the answer that is most representative for you.
Never

Almost
never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Very often

Always

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

42 At my work, I feel bursting with energy. (WE1)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

43 In my job, I feel strong and vigorous. (WE2)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

44 I am enthusiastic about my job. (WE3)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

45 My job inspires me. (WE4)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

46 When I get up in the morning, I feel like going
to work. (WE5)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

47 I feel happy when I am working intensely. (WE6)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

48 I am proud of the work that I do. (WE7)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
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49 I am immersed in my work. (WE8)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

50 I get carried away when I am working. (WE9)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

The following statements concern the way you experience your work and how you feel
about it. Please choose for each statement the answer that is most representative for you.
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

1

2

3

4

51 There are days when I feel tired before I arrive at work (EX1)

1

2

3

4

52 After work, I tend to need more time than in the past in order to relax
and feel better (EX2)

1

2

3

4

53 During my work, I often feel emotionally drained (EX3)

1

2

3

4

54 After my work, I usually feel worn out and weary (EX4)

1

2

3

4

To what extent do the following statements characterise you?
Not at all
Somewhat
Fairly
Rather
Strongly
Totally
Hardly
characteristic characteristic characteristic characteristic characteristic characteristic characteristic
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

55 You help your colleagues with their work when
they return from a period of absence. (extra1)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

56 You achieve your targets that come within the
scope of your position. (inrole1)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

57 In regards to performance, you meet all
the standards. (inrole2)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

58 You help colleagues who are labouring under
high work pressure or who have other problems.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

You meet all the requirements of your position.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

(extra2)

59

(inrole3)

60 You are prepared to do things that are not really
part of your job description, but which are in the
interest of your organisation as a whole. (extra3)
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The following statements are about your behaviour at work. Choose for each statement the
answer that best describes your situation.
Never

Sometimes

Regularly

Often

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

61

I make sure that I use my capacities to the fullest (JC01)

1

2

3

4

5

62

I manage my work so that I try to minimize contact with
people whose problems affect me emotionally (JC02)

1

2

3

4

5

63

I ask colleagues for advice (JC03)

1

2

3

4

5

64

I try to develop myself professionally (JC04)

1

2

3

4

5

65

If there are new developments, I am one of the first to learn
about them and try them out (JC05)

1

2

3

4

5

66

I ask whether my supervisor is satisfied with my work (JC06)

1

2

3

4

5

67

I decide on my own how I do things (JC07)

1

2

3

4

5

68

I try to ensure that I do not have to make many difficult
decisions at work (JC08)

1

2

3

4

5

69

I try to learn new things at work (JC09)

1

2

3

4

5

70

I ask others for feedback on my job performance (JC10)

1

2

3

4

5

71

I try to ensure that my work is emotionally less intense (JC11)

1

2

3

4

5

72

I look to my supervisor for inspiration (JC12)

1

2

3

4

5

73

I regularly take on extra tasks even though I do not receive
extra salary for them (JC13)

1

2

3

4

5

74

I try to develop my capabilities (JC14)

1

2

3

4

5

75

I organize my work so as to minimize contact with people
whose expectations are unrealistic (JC15)

1

2

3

4

5

76

When there is not much to do at work, I see it as a chance to
start new projects (JC16)

1

2

3

4

5

77

I ask my supervisor to coach me (JC17)

1

2

3

4

5

78

I make sure that my work is mentally less intense (JC18)

1

2

3

4

5
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79

I try to make my work more challenging by examining the
underlying relationships between aspects of my job (JC19)

1

2

3

4

5

80

When an interesting project comes along, I offer myself
proactively as project co-worker (JC20)

1

2

3

4

5

81

I organize my work in such a way to make sure that I do not
have to concentrate for too long a period at once (JC21)

1

2

3

4

5

The following statements inquire about your thoughts and feelings in a variety of situations.
For each item, indicate how well it describes you by choosing theappropriate answer.
Absolutely wrong

Barely right

Somewhat right

Absolutely right

1

2

3

4

82

I am confident that I could deal effectively with unexpected events.

1

2

3

4

83

Thanks to my resourcefulness, I can handle unforeseen situations.

1

2

3

4

84

If I am in trouble, I can usually think of a good solution. (SE3)

1

2

3

4

85

I can handle whatever comes my way. (SE4)

1

2

3

4

(SE1)

(SE2)

The following statements inquire about your thoughts and feelings in a variety of situations.
For each item, indicate how well it describes you by choosing theappropriate answer.
Totally disagree

Disagree

Do not agree, and
do not disagree

Agree

Totally agree

1

2

3

4

5

86

I usually expect the best in uncertain times. (optim1)

1

2

3

4

87

I am always optimistic about my future. (optim2)

1

2

3

4

88

I agree with the statement “Every cloud has a silver lining”. (optim3)

1

2

3

4

89

On the whole I assume that more positive things will happen to me
than nasty things. (optim4)

1

2

3

4
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Please indicate to what extent you personally agree or disagree with the following statements
about your communication at work.
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neither agree
nor disagree
3

Agree

Strongly agree

4

5

1

My communication skills assist me with my job

1

2

3

4

5

2

I am always attentive when my client is speaking

1

2

3

4

5

3

In difficult situations I find a way to get my message across

1

2

3

4

5

4

Being able to communicate effectively is important in my job

1

2

3

4

5

5

I pride myself on my listening skills

1

2

3

4

5

Please indicate to what extent you personally agree or disagree with the following statements.
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neither agree
nor disagree
3

Agree

Strongly agree

4

5

1

When I see someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind of
protective toward them

1

2

3

4

5

2

When I see someone being treated unfairly, I sometimes don’t
feel much pity for them

1

2

3

4

5

3

1

2

3

4

5

4

I often have tender, concerned feelings for people less
fortunate than me
I would describe myself as a pretty soft-hearted person

1

2

3

4

5

5

I am often touched by the things that I see happen

1

2

3

4

5

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements using the
following scale.
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neither agree
nor disagree
3

Agree

Strongly agree

4

5

1

I tend to bounce back quickly after hard times

1

2

3

4

5

2

I have a hard time making it through stressful events

1

2

3

4

5
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3

It does not take me long to recover from a stressful event

1

2

3

4

5

4

It is hard for me to snap back when something bad happens

1

2

3

4

5

5

I usually come through difficult times with little trouble

1

2

3

4

5

6

I tend to take a long time to get over set-backs in my life

1

2

3

4

5

Please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Strongly
disagree
1
1
2
3

Disagree
2

Neither agree
nor disagree
3

Agree

Strongly agree

4

5

My workplace encourages taking regular breaks during the
day
My workplace provides me with a number of extra health
activities to help me deal with stress
My workplace uses a lot of modern technology that helps me
do my job

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neither agree
nor disagree
3

Agree

Strongly agree

4

5

1

One reward of my job is being able to build strong
connections with the community

1

2

3

4

5

2

I get a lot of satisfaction from seeing my client achieve a goal

1

2

3

4

5

3

In my job I get to make positive change within the
community
I feel a sense of honour and pride when working closely with
a client
Being able to help clients is a rewarding aspect of my job

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

4
5
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The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts during the last
month. In each case, you will be asked to indicate by circling how often you felt or
thought a certain way.
Never

Almost Never

0

1

Sometimes

Fairly Often

2

Very often

3

4

1

In the last month, how often have you been upset because of
something that happened unexpectedly?

0

1

2

3

4

2

In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable
to control the important things in your life?

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

3

In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and
“stressed”?

4

In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your
ability to handle your personal problems?

0

1

2

3

4

5

In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going 0
your way?

1

2

3

4

6

In the last month, how often have you found that you could not
cope with all the things that you had to do?

0

1

2

3

4

7

In the last month, how often have you been able to control
irritations in your life?

0

1

2

3

4

8

In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on top
of things?

0

1

2

3

4

9

In the last month, how often have you been angered because of
things that were outside of your control?

0

1

2

3

4

10

In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were
piling up so high that you could not overcome them?

0

1

2

3

4
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Provide an answer for every statement as best you can regarding how you are generally. Please
answer as honestly and as spontaneously as possible.
Rarely

Occasionally

1

2

Fairly Often

Almost Always

3

4

1

I am open to the experience of the present moment.

1

2

3

4

2

I sense my body, whether eating, cooking, cleaning or talking.

1

2

3

4

3

When I notice an absence of mind, I gently return to the experience of
the here and now.

1

2

3

4

4

I am able to appreciate myself.

1

2

3

4

5

I pay attention to what’s behind my actions.

1

2

3

4

6

I see my mistakes and difficulties without judging them.

1

2

3

4

7

I feel connected to my experience in the here-and-now.

1

2

3

4

8

I accept unpleasant experiences.

1

2

3

4

9

I am friendly to myself when things go wrong.

1

2

3

4

10

I watch my feelings without getting lost in them.

1

2

3

4

11

In difficult situations, I can pause without immediately reacting.

1

2

3

4

12

I experience moments of inner peace and ease, even when things
get hectic and stressful.

1

2

3

4

13

I am impatient with myself and with others.

1

2

3

4

14

I am able to smile when I notice how I sometimes make life
difficult.

1

2

3

4

Do you provide direct-care to clients or consider yourself to work primarily in human services
(dealing with/helping people)?
YES

NO

If no, please provide your job title/area:
What is your age in years?
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What is your gender (please circle)?

Female/Male/Other

Please indicate your marital status by ticking the appropriate box:
Single

Married/de facto

In relationship

Separated/divorced

Other

What is your highest level of education?
Less than Year 12 or equivalent
Year 12 or equivalent
Vocational Qualification
Associate diploma
Undergraduate diploma
Bachelor degree (including honours)
Post graduate degree

Please indicate the number of years or months you’ve worked in your current position?
Please estimate the number of hours you work per week?
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Appendix H
Adherence Scale
Please indicate how well you adhered to the testing protocol when providing saliva
samples (e.g. I give a saliva sample within moments of waking up and again, 30
minutes later). Please answer honestly.
1
Not at all

2

3
Somewhat

4

5
Completely
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Appendix I
Active Participation Scale
Please answer the following questions by circling the most correct answer.
1. How much time have you spent completing the prescribed readings and videos per
week?
Less than 10 minutes
10 minutes

20 minutes

30 minutes

40 minutes

More than 40
minutes

2. How much time have you spent completing the formal meditation practice per
week?
30 minutes

60 minutes

90 minutes

120 minutes

180 minutes

3. How much time have you spent completing the informal mindfulness activities per
week?
5 minutes

10 minutes

15 minutes

20 minutes

More than
20 minutes

4. How focused and engaged were you when completing the above activities?
1
Not at all
Engaged

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Extremely
Engaged

